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do it 
NOW! 

NOTE: 
New car and truck orders are taking 2 to 3 
months from date of order to delivery. Plan 
ahead your spring and summer transporta
tion purchases by ordering soon. 
TRIAD can save you hundreds on your 
new car purchases. Ask around your school 
- someone there has used our services. 

ALL MAKES - MODELS 
CARS - TRUCKS - CAMPERS 

TRADES ACCEPTED 

TRIAD LEASING CO. LTD. 
Suite 240 • 1070 W. Broadway, Vancouver 9, B.C. 

BILL STONIER, president 
732-7833 

Office Hours: Tuesday to Friday 9:30 a.m. — 5:30 p.m. Saturday 9:30 a.m. — 4:00 p.m. 
Closed Mondays. 
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Look to Mojter for metric system 
learning aids. 
MOYER 

M o v e r h a s a w i d e a n d . i n t r i gu ing array of 
met r ic mater ia ls for l inear, v o l u m e a n d w e i g h t 
m e a s u r e m e n t l ea rn ing at; al l g r a d e leve ls . .• 

• A S k a. M o y e r m a n for ou r c a t a l o g u e ot 
i deas , or c o n t a c t o u r nearest Br .anch. 

-T J>\ M O Y E R VICO LIMITED . ; 

ft/RJ Moncton, Montreal, Toronto, Winnipeg. Saskatoon, Edmonton, Vancouver. 
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For 1973 Income Tax purposes the Federal Government 
allows you to make a TAX DEDUCTIBLE INVESTMENT 
(within the limits of the Income Tax Act) in a Registered 
Retirement Savings Plan up to . . . 

MARCH 1,1974 
Your own Teachers' Plan is one of the best performers 
in Canada. Before you invest, investigate! 

B.C.T.F. RETIREMENT SAVINGS PLAN 
206 - 2235 B U R R A R D ST. 206-3400 D O U G L A S ST. 3 , 87 WALLACE ST: 201 T 1 ia5:SUTHEF?LAND A V E . ' ' 

VANCOUVER, B.C. V6J3H9 ' VICTORIA, B.C. NANAIMO, B.C. KELOWNA, B.C. 
736-7741 385-3393 753-3402 763-4916 ' . 
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112 From Our Readers 
114 Transcendental Schools 

Stephen Truch I We could be ignoring one ol the most benelicial, economical and 
powerful tools for changing education, says this Lillooet teacher - and he cites 
evidence to back up his contention. 

118 A Drug Abuse Program for Grades 4-7 
B.J. Bethell, N. Barry and G.D. Bellward I Despite several years of experience with 
drug education, we still have a serious drug abuse problem. Here is a program 
designed to give students a background in pharmacological principles belore they 
become involved with drugs. 

122 Let's Concentrate on Learning Goals 
Jack P. Blaney I Schools do not know what they arc accomplishing or at what cost, 
because they have not organized their programs and activities sufficiently around 
learning. We need program development in education. 

126 Station Studies: Using Small Groups Successfully 
Norma I. Micke'son and William K. Cross I Many are the suggestions for what should 
be done to improve learning; suggestions of how to go about the process are fewer. 
Here is a successful way to individualize instruction. 

129 The Three Communities of Time 
Da Wd A Bain IA futurologlst looks at the past andpresen t, and givas his ideas of what 
the future will be. 

133 Edutopia 
Carl BJarnason I There has probably never been a time when more teachers were 
disillusioned with their fobs. One reason may be that we have bean sold a bill ot 
goods that has made the schools responsible for reshaping society, a task beyond 
their capabilities. 

139 A Matter of Opinion / Can Teachers Face the Risk 
of Change? 
AJ. Sandy Dawson 

141 New Books 
C D . Nelson 

144 Comment/ProJectCanadaWest-toErtdorNottpEnd 

in 1975? 
John S. Church - - '•: — 

COVER PICTURE 
Taken from an intriguing angle, this photograph shows the rush (Juncus ensifolius), which 
grows from 18 to 24 inches high. Photograph by courtesy ot MacMillan Bloedel Ltd. 

PHOTO CREDITS 
P. 114 — supplied by author; pp. 118,119 — supplied by Dr. Bellward; p. 123 — Audio-Visual 
Dept., VSB; pp. 124,132 — Carol Gordon; p. 125 —Derek Grant; p. 126 —supplied by authors; 
p. 135 — Audio-Visual Services Branch, Dept. of Education. 
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XTT] our reaaers 

Mr. Volkart Is Asked 
To Explain 

Mr. Voikart's article is such a great col
lection of ancisnt pedagogical potholes 
as to be interesting from a historical 
perspective. His views are a reminder 
of the earliest engravings deciphered 
from cave walls which maintained that 
the younger generation was going to 
the dogs. Mr. Voikart's main theme is 
that 'the centra! problem is not between 
tradition and the modern, the sacred 
and the secular, but between the seri
ous and the trivial.' 

Let Mr. Volkart tell us which subjects 
in today's curriculum are most serious; 
and which are most relevant to the 
problems today's youth will face tomor
row. Let Mr. Volkart explain to us why 
all serious subjects must be disciplined, 
even painful, and cannot be learned in 
an entertaining manner. Let his expla
nation be to students as well as 
teachers. 
Campbell River C.L . Coodship 

Everyone Should Attend 
Assemblies 

O n November 9 our secondary school 
squeezed in the 20-minute Remembr
ance Day ceremony. The cadets were 
smart in appearance and performance. 
The Royal Canadian Legion address, the 
eerie trumpet and the spunky school 
band were right on ! 

But there was one thing that bothered 
me. There was the attitude that those 
who wanted to could attend the cere
mony, while those who felt otherwise, 
or who had objections, were given an 
alternative, I am certain that this at
titude prevails in many if not most of the 
secondary schools of B.C. 

To me, permission to be away from 
such an assembly undermines the 

prime purpose of the 'free' public edu
cation system of which all of us teachers 
are integral parts. The purpose, of 
course, is to inspire and develop re
sponsible citizens of Canada and the 
world. Surely, when we've lost sight of 
the prime purpose of our education sys
tem, it's high time that we reassess, or 
throw in our towels. 

How are we going to develop a soci
ety attuned to the appreciation and un
derstanding of those who perform for 
our pleasure and enlightenment — as 
increasingly seems to be another direc
tion and purpose of our education sys
tem? 

We must have assemblies to provide 
all prospective Canadian citizens with 
experience in tolerance and apprecia
tion, especially as others maintain the 
floor or present the show. Assemblies 
must be part of schooling just like the 
reading program, or art program, or any 
program that teaches our youngsters to 
be literate. 

I agree that everyone must have the 
privilege to do his/her own thing to de
velop as a being. But this privilege need 
not be permitted to go on to the Nth 
degree, resulting eventually in anarchy, 
barbarism, chaos and the destruction of 
the ideals that we Canadians have 
learned to cherish. Let us not forget that 
many gave their lives (and there are 
many who are willing to do likewise) so 
that we might stay out of the dark ages 
and continue to have the way of life we 
choose for Canada. 

If there is religious objection to the 
Remembrance Day program, or if there 
is objection to wars, these aspects 
should be played down and in some 

To be considered for publication, letter: 
should be approximately 250 words long 
and must be accompanied by the name 
and address ol the correspondent. Pseu
donyms will be used if requested. Letters 
may be edited for clarity and length. 

instances omitted from the program. 
However, I strongly believe that we 
should encourage complete attendance 
at assemblies, especially programs that 
foster pride in being a Canadian. 
Creston John Crigoruk 

Nature Talks/Walks Offered 

I am pleased to announce that I am a-
vailable to give a slide illustrated talk to 
school classes and community groups 
on the topic of Parks and Conservation. 
The program can be adapted for stu
dents from pre-school to college. 

If it is desired, specific nature talks 
can be arranged; for example, birds of 
the Lower Mainland or habitat and 
man's impact on the environment, etc. 
Nature walks may also be arranged, but 
these must be limited to one class at a 
time or a maximum of 40 persons. A 
nature walk will be especially useful if a 
school has a woodlot nearby. 

Please call me at 929-3911 or write Mt. 
Seymour Provincial Park H . Q . for more 
information. 

Naturally, all talks and walks will have 
to be on a first come, first serve basis, I 
look forward to being of service.. 
North Vancouver Al Crass 

Park Naturalist 

Interested in Humaii Rights? 

Since its foundation in 1962, the BCCLA 
has responded to basic human rights 
issues in B.C. Its members are individu
als of varied ir ;;rests and backgrounds 
committed to the belief that each indi
vidual should share equally in the rights 
and responsibilities of a democratic soci
ety. 

The Association provides extensive 
educational services. These include the 
continuing publication of handbooks 
and position papers, the development 
of audio-visual material and of resource 
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persons to provide information on ap
propriate aspects of civil liberties to 
schools in B.C. information packages 
have been developed on the topics ot 
censorship, Youth and the Law, Police 
and the Community and Discrimination 
(B.C. Human Rights Act';. 

From the vast numbers of unsolicited 
requests we have received for material 
and speakers from schools all over the 
province this semester, we are positive 
th at our educational program of the 
past two years has not only been a suc
cess, but should be a necessary part of 
the curriculum. 

In addition the Association is do'i ig 
practical work in the field. Individual 
complaints are dealt with through a 
processing committee that investigates 
and recommends action if necessary. A 
panel of lawyers have volunteered to 
give aid in meritorious cases. 

In 1971 the Association was instru
mental in organizing the Canadian Fed
eration of Civil Liberties and Human 
Rights Association, thus broadening its 
scope of activities. Through the assis
tance of fieldworkers there are now ac
tive functioning groups in Penticton, 
Abbotsford, Nanaimo, Quesnel and 
Williams Lake. 

In September 1973 the Association 
organized a workshop on the B.C. 

Human Rights Act. Sonic U) organiza
tions of various interests participated 
and (•(.•commendations for improving 
the Act were presented to Victoria. 

The BCCLA is essentially a member
ship organization and it's through the 
members' active support that its tasks 
are fulfilled. 

However, it is not a requirement of 
membership that one participate ac
tively or within the committee struc
ture. Financial support is as important, 
im that is the means that enables us lo 
carry out our task. 

Teachers can do this by simply joining 
the Association. 

For further in format ion write to 
414-207 W. Hastings Street. 
Vancouver R.A.H. Robson 

President 

BCETA Solicits Members 

The B.C. English Teachers' Associal.on 
provides many opportunities for pro
fessional participation in the only pro
vincial association dedicated to improv
ing the teaching, of English in schools 
(ebmentary and secondary), colleges 
and universities. 

BCETA invites all English and lan
guage arts teachers to apply to the BCTF 

(or a PSA application form and to join 
today. BCETA membership has been in
creasing for the last four years. How
ever, we sliil need more members to; 
1. Fetter serve and represent all English 
and language arts educators. 
2. Improve English and language arts 
conditions, curriculum revision and re
search. 
I. Finance more widespread in-service 
programs and better journals and news
letters. 
4. Involve every B.C. English and lan
guage arts educator in the education of 
the total child. 

Twentv PSAs involve over 10,000 
educators. BCETA alone involves well 
over 650 educators. BCETA members 
receive: 
1. Three issues of the BCETA journal. 
2. Numerous newsletters on current 
topics, issues and events. 
3. Discounts on registration fees for all 
BCETA ideas forums, workshops and 
conferences. 
4. Eligibility to vote at the BCETA A C M . 
5. A stronger association better able to 
promote liaison among elementary, 
secondary, college and university pro
fessionals. 

Join BCETA today. 
Vancouver Arnald Muir 

President 

The B.C. Teacher magazine: 
one of the many 
quality jobs produced on 
one of our high speed 
web offset presses. 
Evergreen Press is the most complete printing service 
in Western Canada, equipped to produce any print order. 
• Creative Design • Books • Magazines • Folders 
• Business Forms • Catalogues • Annual Reports 
• Directories • Brochures • Direct Mail 
• Computerized Phototypesetting from text, 

paper tape, mag tape. 

VERGREEN PRESS LIMITED 
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Can you imagine a school day begin
ning and ending with teachers and stu
dents doing nothing except sitting with 
eyes closed for 15-20 minutes? It may 
sound fanciful and impractical, but if 
a simple system of meditation were 
adopted by the schools, the results 
would be anything but impractical. 

The Science of Creative Intelligence 
(SCI) is the theoretical aspect of the 
technique of Transcendental Medita
tion (TM). Both SCI and TM have, I be
lieve, much to contribute to our educa
tional systems. 

The technique itself is easily learned 
in a four-day cou rse involving about two 
hours each day. Further, it is not a "elig-
ion, cult, life-style, set of beliefs or even 
a philosophy. Teachers of the tech
nique are systematically trained by 
Maharishi Mahesh Yogi in special 
courses held regularly in various global 
locations under the aegis of Maharishi 
International University. 

I should like to summarize some of 
the research done on this technique, 
particularly in relation to education, but 
first, a few definitions. 

Those factors that add up to what a 
particular knower is capable of, or, 
rather, what he is at any particular mo
ment, can be called his 'level of con
sciousness.' This is a combination of 
such objectively measurable compon
ents as intelligence, memory and cre
ativity. 

Outer-directed or systemic change 
comes from outside and is directed to 
the student in the hope that he will 
change in a positive direction, fnner-
directed change, by contrast, comes 
from within the student and is directed, 
in a positive manner, to his environ
ment. Most authorities agree that inner-
directed change is far preferable. The 
issue usually is, 'Exactly how do we ac
complish this?' We all know self-
discipline, for example, is preferable to 
corporal punishment and external con
trols, but how do you 'teach' self-
discipline? 

Preliminary as the research on T M is, 
it seems to indicate that it is possible 
through the technique to raise the level 
of 'consciousness of the knower him
self. If this be so, education may have 
to supplement its hoped-for reforms' 
sought through outer-directed change 
with this inner-directional personal 
change. 

Indeed, it may be that outer, systemic 
change does not even have a concrete 
basis until this new direction is given, 
for despite all recent and past reforms, 
there is still a more underlying deep-
rooted dissatisfaction that outer-
directed educational change will never 
dispel. Likely it is because we are too 
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bound by a periscopic view in what is 
really an endless ocean demanding an 
unbounded wide-angle perspective — 
and developing wide-angle vision is a 
definite benefit of regular meditation. 

In the past, only a few research 
studies on meditation as such were car
ried out. The main drawbacks reported 
were lack of expert subjects, inconsis
tency among teachers and techniques, 
and interference between the medita
tion and measuring devices. 

This situation changed drastically 
when Maharishi Mahesh Yogi brought 
his system of T M to the west. Here was 
a technique that demanded virtually 
nothing. It was reported by practition
ers to be easy, natural and involving no 
concentration or contemplation what
ever. Hence scientists found plenty of 
subjects who could still meditate while 
hooked up to any number of recording 
devices. 

Moreover, instruction in this method 
was uniform for all who wished to learn 
and required no preliminary prepar
ations or special frame of mind. The 
only prerequisite was abstention from 
such non-prescription drugs as mari
juana and LSD for a period of 15 days, 
and a nominal financial commitment of 

$75 for adults and $35 for students. 
Far from being something that was 

attractive to the subculture only, TM 
soon had practitioners from every walk 
of life in over 60 countries around the 
world. Thus a large number of medita
ting 'experts' were available for re
search within a short time. 

It was in 1972 that the first major 
scientific study, a physiological one, 
was published in Scicntitic American. 
Doctors Keith Wallace and Herbert Ben
son found profound body change., that 
occurred in the brief 20-minute sitting 
of meditation. Oxygen consumption, 
for example, which cannot be faked, 
was found to decrease an average of 
16% in 20 minutes (compared to an oxy
gen decline of 8% over six hours oi 
sleep). Besides this metabolic decline, 
other factors indicated the body was re
ceiving deep rest; yet the mind, as mea
sured by electroencephalogram activity 
(EEC), remained highly alert. These re
sults were obtained with meditators 
who had been doing T M for as little 
as one month. The only other such com
parable results 'were found in Zen 
monks who had been doing their partic
ular kind of meditation for 25 years! 

Research has soared since that first 
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During T R A N S C E N D E N T A L MEDITATION oxygen consumption 
and metabolic rate markedly decrease indicating a deep state of 

rest. REFERENCE: 
SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN 
FEBRUARY 1972 
WALLACE, BENSON/USA 
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CHANGE IN CARDIAC OUTPUT 

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 

TIME (MINUTES) 

During TRANSCENDENTAL MEDITATION cardiac output 
markedly decreases indicating a reduction in the work load 
of the heart REFERENCE: 

Ph.D. THESIS 
UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA 
LOS ANGELES 
JUNE 1970 
WALLACE/USA 

publication. There are now at least 300 
studies being conducted globally in 
such diverse areas as psychology, physi
ology, educational and learning theory, 
medicine, sociology, penal reform, 
mental health, bio-chemistry, and even 
dentistry. 

The research, some of it quite re
markable in its nature and results, indi
cates that practitioners experience, 
among other things, more use of their 
mental potential, increased energy and 
clarity of mind, improved health (both 
physical and mental), better interper
sonal relationships and more effective 
harmonious interaction with their en
vironment. 

These kinds of changes, coming as 
they do from within each individual and 
actualizing what is latent within that in
dividual, I have called inner-directed or 
inner-oriented change. We have all been 
told about the incredible potential of 
the human organism, but it seems that, 
up to now, there has been no systematic 
way to tap these resources or even to 
verify claims that they exist. Thus inner-
directed change, part of speculative 
philosophy (as with Plato, for example), 
has largely been neglected in all aspects 
of living as well as in educational theo
ry and practice. 

Meditation requires no physical exer
cises, change of diet or change of life
style. Indeed, TM seems especially 
geared for the high tempo of contem
porary living. For maximum results, all 
that is asked from the individual is regu
lar practice of the method, wnich 
amounts to twice daily morning and 
evening for 20 minutes, or about the 
equivalent of two coffee breaks. 

T M works automatically with regular 
practice. Once a diver is given the right 
direction on a board, the force of gravity 
takes him to deeper levels of water and 
he must come out wet. In the same way, 
the deep rest of meditation (the dive) 
spontaneously brings benefits. 

With as brief a time commitment as 
that, and in view of the seemingly far-
reaching results, one can easily en
vision a school day beginning and end
ing with this deep rest followed by more 
successful, dynamic and rewarding 
learning and teaching from students 
and teachers alike. Furthermore, the 
theoretical knowledge of the practice, 
SCI, can be and is taught as a formal 
course of study in such colleges and 
universities as Stanford, Harvard, Yale, 
1. Because declined drug usage has been 
such a well-publicized result of TM, I have 
not given any data here. Interested readers 
may contact myself; Maharishi International 
Academy, 65 Bank Street, Ottawa, KIP 5N2; 
or SIMS-Office #2,840 Fort Street, Victoria, 
B.C., for a listing of drug abuse and other 
studies. 

York in Toronto, University of Quebec 
at Montreal and several North American 
high schools. 

Research along educational lines in
dicates improved intelligence, 
improved memory and improved 
grades coupled with dramatic decline 
in drug abuse. Many of the projects are 
of a pilot nature and need, of course, 
to be replicated before anything defini
tive can be said. Studies on drug abuse 
are the exception. Sufficient evidence 
from severe' /ell-controlled experi
ments easily makes TM the most suc
cessful alternative to drug abuse avail
able.' 

Serious as the drug problem is, SCI 
and its practical aspect, the technique 
of T M , grapple with even deeper layers 
of the learning process. For example, 
Mary Ellen Vanlydegraf, a Ph.D. candi
date from Reno, Nevada, did a five-year 
study on intelligence scores of a high 
school student body in Reno. The 

study, begun in 1968, employed Cat-
tell's Culture Fair Intelligence Test. (This 
test measures general intelligence or 
fluid ability — a relation-perceiving ca
pacity that operates in all fields.) 

As students in the school began the 
practice of T M , they were matched in 
IQ, age and sex with a partner in the 
control group. Both Form A and Form 
B of the test were used. The groups 
were given a pre-test, a test six weeks 
after starting the technique, then tests 
once a year for five years. 

Results indicated that meditators' IQ 
scores rose consistently over the time 
period. Average growth after five years 
was 11 points. The control group 
showed no improvement, although one 
non-meditator gained five points. A few 
meditators gained as much as 20 points. 
The growth in IQ for meditators was 
highly significant (p<.001). Here is a 
table of data from the study. Figures 
represent mean IQ. 

2nd 3rd 4th 5th 
107 109 110 111 
99 100 99 99 

Pre-test 6 weeks 1st year 
Meditators 100 103 105 
Non-meditators 100 100 99 
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In Canada, Howard Schectcr is also 
doing a TM-orienled Ph.D. thesis. His 
comprehensive experiments have in
volved four schools in the Nortli York 
system in Toronto. Interested students 
were randomly assigned to one of throe 
groups — SCI only, TM only, or both 
SCI and T M . A fourth control group was 
formed of volunteer students matched 
by group with the experimental group. 
Students were measured in a number 
of areas, including personality (var
iables under study are complexity, con
formity, energy level, self-esteem, in
novation, social adroitness and toler
ance), anxiety, intellectual efficiency 
and creativity. 

Preliminary results as well as anec
dotal evidence indicate that meditators 
made significant gains in all measured 
areas. 

Another pilot study by Allen Abrams 
from San Francisco indicates improved 
memory with length of practice. 
Abrams measured meditators with one 
and two years of practice and a control 
group. He found meditators learned 

faster, were able to learn difficult ma
terial more easily and rcmembtr it long • 
er. Al l groups were given trigrams (e.g., 
ZNX, TRL, etc.) and were tested for both 
short- and long-term recall. 

Long-term meditators, it was found, 
did better than the shorter length group 
while meditators as a whole scored sig
nificantly better than the control. After 
two years of regular meditation, short-
term recall increased from 37% to 70% 
while long-term recall increased from 
349t to 55'/! over control group levels. 

These studies, as well as several 
others in progress or already published, 
indicate that a student benefits in many 
areas thai have been termed his/her 
level of consciousness. If this be the 
case, academic performance, a combi
nation of many factors, should also im
prove. 

A study of students at the University 
of Hawaii indicates this is the case. The 
report was historical in nature, so that 
grades could not have been affected by 
the study itself. A rise of .17 in grade 
point ratio (CPR) was observed in the 

I N C R E A S E D L E A R N I N G ABIL ITY 
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Studies show that meditators perform better on recall tests and 
learn more, quickly than non-meditators. Meditators also show 
significantly better results on more difficult material. The 
relation between the practice of meditation and recal! ability 
indicatss that T R A N S C E N D E N T A L MEDITAT ION improves 
memory and learning ability. 

REFERENCE: UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA 
BERKELEY, FEBRUARY 1972, ABRAMS/USA 

semester following the start of practice 
in TM. Grade point r it io leveled in the 
second semester, but continued to rise 
in the third semester following the in
troduction of meditation. 

Let us now turn t'i some physiological 
evidence from a mental health research 
study, which sheds even more light on 
the comprehensive effects of this medi
tation. 

Dr. Barnard C. Clueck, director of re
search at the Institute for Living in Hart
ford, Connecticut — the largest hospital 
of its kind in the world — measured 
EEC activity in mental patients who 
started TM and in control groups. His 
control groups included bio-feedback 
training and another relaxation method. 

Within a few minutes of the start of 
a period of meditation, the two hemis
pheres of the brain 'synchronized' in 
the subjects (i.e., alpha wave activity in
creased in amplitude and synchronized 
from both hemispheres). Describing 
this phenomenon (indicating rest from 
both sides of the brain), the researcher 
said, 'There is nothing like it. None of 
our drugs do it. Transcendental Medita
tion could be one of the most significant 
forms of deep relaxation currently avail
able.' 

Dr. Glueck hypothesizes that the 
more psychotic a patient is, the more 
his brain hemispheres are out of phase. 
TM apparently puts both halves of the 
brain into phase. The control groups 
did not display this phenomenon. 

In addition to the hope that this tech
nique might offer to mental patients,' 
there is this interesting conjecture. 
'Normally,' says Glueck, 'we use only 
a portion of our brain, with one side 
being dominant. 1 Perhaps years of TM 
practice suddenly makes both halves of 
the brain fully operable, thus adding bil
lions of brain cells to our mental capac
ity.' 

(Readers are cautioned that although 
I have tried faithfully to represent what 
I know of Dr. Clueck's study, I can only 
do so from a layman's viewpoint, and 
that therefore there may be items with 
which Dr. Clueck would disagree. Be
cause the study is still on-going, it 
should not yet be considered as a basis 
for action. It is obvious that this partic
ular study is one of the most important 
2. Glueck found, among other things, a de
cline in thinking disorders and need for pre
scribed drugs in schizophrenic patients. 
Based on the positive outcome of this first 
project (results of which were presented to 
the annual meeting of the American 
Psychiatric Association), further more exten
sive tests are in progress. 

3. See Newsweek, August 6,1973, p. 61. 
Continued on page 137 
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Despite severai years of experience with drug education, v e 
still have a serious drug abuse problem. Here is a program 

designed to give students a background in pharmacological 
principles before they become involved with drugs. A one-

year trial indicated that the program was successful. 

B.J. BETHELL, N. BARTY and C D . BELLWARD 

Mr-.. Bcthell is an open area teacher at Queen 
Elizabeth Elemental School, Vancouver. 
Miss liarty is a research assistant and Dr. 

Bellward an associate professor in the 
Faculty of Pharmaceutical Sciences at UBC. 

In recent years the problem of drug 
abuse has grown alarmingly. The res
ponse of most people, including the 
I.eDain Commission,* has been to iden
tify education as tf-1 most effective 
means for curtailing drug abuse. 

Despite several years' experience 
with drug education, however, we still 
have a serious drug problem. 

Before we make any conclusions 
about the effectiveness of education in 
curbing drug abuse, we must determine 
whether or not students are indeed 
being educated. The absence of ade
quate evaluation of the numerous drug 
programs that have been or are being 
carried out makes it impossible to know 
for certain what, or how much, has 
been learned. By examining the meth
ods used, however, and by considering 
the special problems involved in com-

•CoiTimission of Inquiry into the Non-medi
cal Use of Drugs, Gerald LeDain, chairman. 
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municating with young .people on 
topics concerning drugs, we may obtain 
some ideas of the effectiveness of these 
methods. 

Let us.start by looking at some of the 
things that distinguish drug education 
from education about other things. 

First, although drugs have been used 
for centuries, :they have only recently 
been included as a topic in school cur
ricula. Thus there is a paucity of good 

• materials for use by teachers, and there 
... are no established guidelines for.meth-
• ods of approaching the topic. „ 
;v Second, the introduction of drug ; i

; 

/education into the schools was the re
sult of a sudden and alarming increase 
in the abuse of drugs byyoung people. 
Many of the students to whom the edu
cation programs are directed are or 
have been . personally ^involved with 
drugs of abuse. Most have a substantial.) 
amount of information or misinforma
tion . that has been acquired-, from 

sources other than the school. Conse
quently, many students accept in vari
ous degrees the use of these drugs, and 
may defend their attitudes against edu
cators' attempts to change them. 
Furthermore, teachers may commun
icate their own feelings of alarm to the 
students in the form of fear-inspiring 
arguments against drug use, causing 
students to defend more strongly their 
behavior and their attitudes. 
- A third consideration that separates 
drug abuse from other educational 
topics is that the use of some drugs is a 
point of contention among various seg
ments of society, particularly between 
adolescents and their parents. If stu
dents perceive educators — and if 
educators perceive themselves — as 
being on the side of the parents, discus
sions about drug abuse may deteriorate 
into emotionally charged exchanges of 
attitudes. 

Many of the programs in use at 

present or in the past have overlooked 
the problems inherent in drug abuse 
education and have called upon ill-
prepared teachers to face situations 
with which they cannot be expected to 
cope. 

A further problem is the difficulty of 
incorporating drug education into the 
fairly rigidly structured curricula of the 
secondary schools (i.e., after age 13). 
This often results in the presentation of 
information in brief concentrated ses
sions that emphasize the special nature 
of the topic and may tend to overstate 
the problem, thus contributing to the 
emotional content of the program. 

We may conclude, then, that the 
typical drug education program that is 
initiated at the secondary school level 
when students have already formed 
attitudes toward drug use, that does not 
supply the teacher with adequate re
sources for teaching and that is an 
isolated event in the school curriculum 
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stands little chance of being successful. 
Theorists have responded to the 

apparent failure of drug education with 
various suggestions for improvement. 
The most frequent of these are: 

(1) Begin at the elementary school 
level apd incorporate drug education 
into existing curricula. 

(2) Avoid moralizing or sensational
ism. Present only the facts. 

(3) Provide the teacher with a firm 
background of information and with 

adequate resources for teaching. 
What is needed now is a program 

that uses the recommendations of 
theorists to provide materials for teach
ers at the practical level. The program 
about to be described has been devel
oped in response to this need. It con
sists of lesson-by-lesson instructions, 
accompanied by background informa
tion, and allows the teacher to become 
well prepared for each lesson without 
expending valuable time and effort in 

doing so. The child learns and uses the 
scientific method to discover basic 
concepts that relate to drugs and their 
use. 

The program is initiated at the Grade 
4-5 level (ages 9-10) when the students 
are able to grasp the concepts and when 
their personal involvement with drugs 
is probably minimal. It consists of a 
series of units that are incorporated into 
the science program during a three to 
four-year period. The students are in
volved in a combination of background 
research and experimenting that intro
duces and reinforces basic phar
macological concepts. 

The concepts emphasized in the pro
gram are: 

(1) A fine interplay exists between 
various biological processes in the 
body, and drugs and foreign chemicals 
generally may have effects on these 
processes. 

(2) The effects of any drug are subject 
to individual differences among organ
isms. 

(3) The effects of any drug are inti
mately related to dosage. 

(4) All drugs, even very useful ones, 
have potential for harm under certain 
circumstances. That is, a drug may have 
three types of effects — beneficial, 
harmful and neutral. 

(5) Replace the concept of 'good' 
and 'bad' drugs with that of wise and un
wise use of drugs. 

(6) The wise use of drugs depends on 
a decision's being made by scientifically 
weighing the risks versus the benefits of 
the chemical in any given situation. 

(7) Because of the complexity and 
quantity of scientific information avail
able, only an expert (e.g., a medical 
doctor) is qualified in most instances to 
weigh the risks versus the benefits of 
specific drug use. 

The program begins with the study of 
gross effects of foreign chemicals on 
plant and animal populations and pro
gresses to the observation of some of 
their effects on various biological pro
cesses. Topics that relate to the environ
ment and ecology are included, be
cause this is an area of interest to the 
students, and it allows them to apply the 
risk versus benefit principle to real life 
problems with foreign chemicals. 

The first three units are written in a 
lesson-by-lesson format with detailed 
instructions for setting up and conduct
ing experiments. This is to allow the 
teacher and students to become famil
iar with the procedure while progress
ing through the units. The remaining 
units contain background information 
for the teacher and brief instructions for 
setting up experiments, material's 
needed, and suggestions for back-

A 
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Figure V Results of student questionnaires on drugs, a • control group (total = 33 
students); b • students In science program (total = 59). The questionnaire was given to 

each group twice: A • September, 1971; o - June, 1972. 
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ground research and class discussions. 
The content and principle concepts of 
each unit are outlined in Table 1. 

The program, to this point, limits 
itseif to the objective presentation of 
facts and principles. The drugs that are 
mentioned are commonly used, legal 
drugs, and many of the foreign chemi
cals administered are not used as drugs 
at all. The aim of the program is not to 
present facts about specific drugs, but 
to develop general concepts and prin
ciples relating to the effects of foreign 
chemicals on biological systems. It is 
hoped that, in the process of discover
ing for themselves reliable information 
about foreign chemicals, the students 
will come to rely on the school as a 
source of further information when 
they become curious about drugs of 
abuse. 

Comprehension Did Increase 
It is recommended that at the Grade 

6-7 level frequent opportunities be 
given for discussions of problems or 
issues that concern students. When 
drug abuse becomes one of these 
issues, the teacher may direct the dis
cussion toward the application of the 
concepts learned in the science units to 
drugs of abuse. A reference book that 
accompanies the units gives informa
tion on the most common drugs of 
abuse in a risk-benefit format. 

Preliminary evaluation of the pro
gram after one year of field testing 
(Units 1-4) showed a significant increase 
in the comprehension of the basic con
cepts from the beginning of the year to 
the end, as measured by an objective 
test administered at both times. A con
trol group given the same test at the 
same time showed a slight decrease in 
scores from the beginning of the year 
to the end. (Fig. 1) During the second 
year of field testing (Units 5-11) subjec
tive evaluation of the program indicated 
enthusiasm and interest on the part of 
the students. They were able to plan 
and carry out an experiment logically on 
their own, and were able to verbalize 
the results intelligently to their teachers 
and parents. • 

In summary, the program aims to pro
vide students with a firm background in 
pharmacological principles and con
cepts before they become involved with 
drugs of abuse. These principles and 
concepts are developed through a low-
key; long-term program to avoid sensa
tionalism and to give students confi
dence in the school as a source of 
information. 

Although we cannot guarantee that 
rational action will follow correct empir
ical knowledge, rationality cannot take 
place without that basis. cw-i 

Table 1: Outline of Units: Content and Concepts 

Grade 4-5 
Unit 

1 

Individual 
Differences 

Chemicals and Living 
Things: Plants 

Chemicals and Living 
Things: Bacteria 

Effects of Dosage on 
Toxicity of Pesticides 

Heredity 

Chemical Interference 
with Embryonic 
Development 

Grade 5-6 
Unit 

7 

Chemicals and the 
Nervous System 

Animal Adaptation 

Chemicals and 
Behavior 

10 

Hormones 

11 

Seashore Ecology 

Content 
Research on requirements 
and optimum conditions for 
life and growth; planting; 
observing and measuring 
growing plants. 

Research on chemicals and 
their effects; study of 
beneficial and harmful 
effects of DDT; application 
of growth stimulator to 
growing plants. 

Research on useful cr d harm
ful bacteria; cultivation of 
bacteria from mouth on 
culture plates; research on 
antibiotics; cultivation of 
bacteria on culture plate 
with antibiotic discs. 

Cultivation of fruit flies; 
tabulation of number of 
deaths in contact with 
various dosages of methoxy-
cKlor; plotting of dose-
response curve. 

Research on principles of 
heredity; breeding guinea 
pigs; observation of charac
teristics of offspring. 

Research on fertilization and 
development; incubation of 
eggs; treatment of some eggs 
with muscarinic drug; obser
vation and comparison of 
development of treated and 
untreated embryos. 

Content 
Study of structure and 
function oi nervous system 
and role of chemicals in 
neural transmission; obser-
vationsof stimulus-response 
in earthworms; observation 
of effects of alcohol and 
nicotine on earthworms. 

Construction of 4 environ
ments; determination of 
environmental preference of ; 
each of 5 animals; addition 
of pesticide to one 
environment and observa
tion of its effect on 
animal preferences. 

ConditionirsratsinT-maie; -, 
Observation of effect on 
conditioned response of • 
stimulant and depressant. 

Study of function of hor
mones'; observation of effect 
of the active portion of 
thyroxin (iodine) on 
growing tadpoles. 

Trips to seashore (if 
possible); simulation of 
seashore in classroom; 
observation of effects of 
pollutants on life forms. 

Concepts 
Life processes 
Basic growth requirements 
Optimum conditions 
Individual differences 

Foreign Chemical 
Beneficial effects 
Harmful effects 
Control group 
Dosage differences 
Risk vs. Benefit 

Reinforcement of concepts 
of: 
Beneficial effect 
Harmful effect 
Risk vs. Benefit 
Dosage 

Reinforcement and applica
tion of concepts of: 
Dosage 
Beneficial effect 
Harmful effect and 
Individual differences 

Chromosomes 
Genes 
DNA 
Cells 

Cell division 
Cell differentiation 
Egg and sperm 
Oviparous and Viviparous 
Review of concepts from 
Units 

Concepts 
Nervous System 
W o i j r n n . . 
Neural Transmission 
Stimuli 
Receptor 
Effector 

Animal Adaptation 
Average or Mean 
Graphing 
Uncontrolled variables . 

Stimulus-response 
Operant conditioning 
Stimulant 
Depressant . 

Hormones. 
Metabolism 
Individual differences on 

Toxicity, 
Review and reinforcement of; 
cell division, cell differentia
tion, genetic transmission 
and DNA 

Ecology 
Pollution , 
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L E T ' S CONCENTRATE 
O N 

L E A R N I N G G O A L S 

r 

I Schools do not know what they are 
i accomplishing or at what cost, be-
I cause they have not organized their 
I programs and activities sufficiently 
i around learning. It's time we or

ganized bur educational programs to 
I allow us to make informed decisions 
I about their worth and effectiveness. 
|.; !n short, we need program develop-
\ ment in education. 

i- : "; . : : ; :7 -

mm 
•V.ii:.--.r.-.'-. 
!:• - : ' : 
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JACK P. BLANEY There are several indications that in the 
next few years we shall experience 
some major changes in education in 
B.C. 

The Minister of Education has invited 
all interestei persons and organizations 
to submit retorm suggestions. In addi
tion, she has appointed a Commis-

ThewriierisassociatedirectoroiUBCSCentre s ' °ner on Education to work with two. 
lor Continuing Education. advisory committees and special task 

forces in formulating recommendations 
about needed policies and services. 

Also, in several educational organiza
tions key senior executives have retired 
or soon will. And recent commision re
ports on education from Alberta and 
Ontario, as well as from the U.S.A. and 
elsewhere, appear to be influencing 
both professional and public opinion in 
our province. 

Change and innovation, however, do 
; not necessarily bring about improved 

educational programs. Many of the new 
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ca'nkno.v whether, or to what extent, our desired outcomes tre being attained. 

ideas and programs introduced in the 
last decade, for example, have been 
short-lived. Often, the more spectacu
lar and notorious the idea (such as the 
teaching machine of the early '60s), the 
shorter its life span. Some of those in
novations, of course, were probably 
worthless, and their demise is to be 
welcomed. But others may have had 
substantial merit, and it is our loss that 
they were not incorporated into our sys
tem. 

Our problem is that we really do not 
know which innovations were worth
while and which were only rhetoric. 
And , unless we manage forthcoming 
changes differently from what we did in 
the past, we still shall not be in a posi
tion to make that important distinction. 
We shall spend considerable sums of 
money and energy without knowing 
what we've really accomplished. More 
important, we shall not know whether 
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we have helped learners, or how we 
could go about helping them more than 
we do. 

The argument I want to outline is that, 
for quite understandable reasons, we 
have not organized our educational 
programs to allow us to make informed 
decisions about the worth and effec
tiveness of our efforts. In short, we have 
not planned our programs and activities 
sufficiently around learning. To elabo
rate this position, I intend to present 
some fundamental propositions about 
the effective conduct of education to
gether with a rationale for the systema
tic planning, facilitation and evaluation 
of learning. 

Proposition I - The primary job oi the 
schools concerns learning 

The fundamental concern of the med
ical profession is healing — helping 
people to become well and to maintain 

their health. For social workers it is to 
help people manage and solve personal 
and family problems. And our job in 
education — teachers, administrators 
and policy-makers — is essentially one 
of helping people with their learning. In 
our positions we must, of course, deal 
with other things as wel l , fromorganiza-
\ional structures, processes, facilities to 
professional staff relationships, but all 
such concerns are presumably in sup
port of our primary task — the facilita
tion of learning. 

Unesco's International Commission 
on Education (1972) recognized and 
emphasized this fundamental concern, 
which is reflected in the title of its re
cent report , Learning To Be. The 
Commission's key recommendations to 
the wor ld 's count r ies were to de-
emphasize bureaucratic structures and 
procedures and to focus first on learn
ing. 
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It is to serve this purpose that society 
establishes schools. Society has some 
conception of a 'good life,' and it sees 
o rgan ized learn ing oppor tun i t ies 
through schooling as one of the princi
pal means by which the good life may be 
maintained or achieved. When and 
where society questions the schools' 
efficacy in this regard, it often with
draws some of its support, as by defeat
ing a referendum. Or some groups in 
the communi ty set up alternative 
schools. 

In short, our fundamental concern 
should not be what teachers do, or what 
administrators and policy-makers do, or 
where or how they do it, but rather what 
learners do, make and feel. It is for lear
ners and learning that we are in busi
ness. 

Proposition 2 -Since our primary job 
is to facilitate learning, our schools 
should focus on learning goals 

From reading news items relating to a 
convention of the medical profession, 
or from such personal experiences as 
trying to get a doctor to make a house 
call, one could easily get the impression 
that the primary professional concern 
of doctors was something other than 
healing and maintaining good health. 

Simi lar ly, f rom attending school 
board meetings, or f iom reading about 
an innovative practice in some school, 
or f rom taking certain universi ty 
courses in education, one could get the 
impression that the focus of the school 
is something other than learning. 

And there is some basis for such an 
impression. Although I can think of 
notable exceptions, and can see us mak
ing progress toward a more learning-
oriented educational system, in general 
w e a r e not very clear about learning 
goals, the relative merits of various 
goals, or our success in achieving them. 

Few school boards have adopted a 
clear and meaningful statement of 
learning goals and priorities for their 
schools. And when any do something of 
this sort, they do not ask for, nor do 
they get, any information about the 
achievement of their goals. 

One B.C. school board for years has 
had as one of its primary goals the en
hancement of each student 's self-
esteem as an individual and as a learner. 
As a parent and taxpayer, I applaud this 
goal. But I become concerned when I 
learn that alternative environments for 
the achievement of this goal are not 
being tested, and that the board has no 
idea if its educational programs in fact 
facilitate or impede attainment of the 
goal. 

Few school staffs participate in goal-
setting and curricular refinement, or 

request additional resources lor some 
clear set of learning aims, or have learn
ing criteria that can be used to select 
textbooks rationally. Only infrequently 
is learning reported in terms of what has 
been achieved over some period of 
time. What is difficult or unrealistic for 
the school to achieve with whatever re
sources and staff it has is seldom re
ported either. 

Although our job is the promotion of 
learning, we talk about it only in the 
most general terms. Generally formu
lated and vague goals by themselves, 
regardless of how elegantly stated, 
allow and justify almost any kind of 
educational program with unknown 
costs. For evidence of the effects of any 
program, we rely principally on tes
timonials. 

We talk about schooling by describ
ing what we do, not by noting the effects 
of what we do. Faculties of [\jUcation, 
for example, most frequently describe 
their graduates by what courses they 
have been given, not by what they can 
do, or by what values they hold. 

If our public and professional re
sponsibility is to promote learning, we 
need to increase and sharpen our focus 
on learning goals. Having done that, we 
then need to commit ourselves to their 
attainment. 

Proposition 3 - To be effective in 
achieving learning goals, we need 
goal-based program development 

If we commit ourselves to the 
achievement of desirable learning 
goals, .we shall need to develop and 
evaluate educational programs in rela
tion to those goals. This process will be 
referred to as 'program development.' 
To help clarify this process, I shall use 
an analogy from medicine, notwith
standing the fact that neither the anal
ogy nor the practice of medicine is per
fect. 

The medical doctor's approach to 
helping a patient is clinical. With the aid 
of the patient, the doctor attempts to 
diagnose the problem. Upon reaching 
some tentative diagnosis of what ails the 
patient, the doctor evaluates the poten
tial effectiveness of alternative treat
ments or remedies. With the patient's 
consent, the doctor applies a selected 
treatment, and over some period of 
time evaluates the results of that treat
ment. If the treatment is ineffective, or 
only partially effective, the doctor may 
re-assess his/her initial diagnosis, or 
apply a different treatment. 

In helping the patient, the doctor 
draws upon scientific knowledge and 
generalizations, and uses the ready-
made products of science. But that 
knowledge and those products by 

No two children are alike. New tests assess each 
one's learning with respect to some appropriate 
goal. 

themselves are not sufficient to cure the 
patient. What is critical to helping the 
patient is the clinical approach used by 
the physician — an approach that in
cludes a tentative generalization about 
the nature of the problem, a preliminary 
assessment of alternative treatments, 
the evaluation of any given treatment, 
and re-treatment or re-diagnosis upon 
unsuccessful results. Treatment tryouts 
are continued until success is achieved, 
or considered not possible. 

In educa t ion , too, we have 
scientifically derived knowledge and 
generalizations, and a few scientifically 
developed products. But what we have 
not suff ic ient ly mastered, or im
plemented, is a developmental, empiri
cal (clinical, if you like) approach that 
makes effective use of that knowledge 
for the attainment of important learning 
goals. The major components of such 
an approach for education, calied here 
program development, are as follows: 

1. From all possible learning goals, 
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the most worthy and important are 
selected. Priorities are identified. 

2. Ceneral goals are translated into 
some specific desired learning out
comes — 'objectives,' if you like. 

3. Situations and tasks, or tests if 
broadly defined, are created that can be 
used to inform learners and teachers 
about the extent to which desired learn
ings have been achieved, and where 
improvements are necessary. 

to whoever is interested. 
Because learning goals are clarified, 

learners no longer need to be com
pared with other learners in an attempt 
to establish standards. Rather, each 
learner's progress can be related to a set 
of goals appropr iate to him/her. 
Further, the rate and method by which 
we learn may be varied. 

Some comments about this ap
proach, then a brief example of tow it 

lohn Minichiello explains the use ol various types ot audio-visual equipment to students • 
who will use it In the Britannia Inner-city protect. 

4. An instructional program is plan
ned to achieve the objectives. When 
much of the program is reproducible, 
such as in the form of text or film, early 
versions of the program are tried out 
with samples of intended learners. 

5. Actual instruction is combined 
with air on-going revision of objectives 
and procedures where necessary. 

6. Upon completion of instruction, 
an overall description of outcomes in
cludes those both intended and unan
ticipated. 

What is different about this process, 
compared to our usual approach, is 
this: priorities among learning goals are 
established, so that important goals are 
not neglected; instructional planning 
(text selection, etc.) is based on a set of 
clearly defined goals; instruction is 
conducted in such a way that corrective 
or alternative procedures can be used 
where and for whom necessary; and ac
tual learning outcomes, over some 
period, can be identified and reported 

can be applied. First, the components 
just listed may not in fact be undertaken 
in the order given, for real life is just not 
that orderly and rational. In fact, work
ing with one component (such as actual 
instruction) often reveals important in
formation about another (such as ap
propriate learning goals). 

Second, each of the above compo
nents is related to the others, and atten
tion to just any one is of limited value. 
For example, one component is the de
velopment of specific objectives — 
some people call them behavioral ob
jectives— and in many institutions such 
objectives are very much in vogue. 
However, to take any one component, 
say behavioral objectives, and to em
phasize it to the exclusion of other mat
ters to be considered — e.g., whose 
objectives and how important they are 
— is only to create another kind of in
novation or panacea that is likely to re
tard rather than improve the educa
tional process. 

Third, this process of program de
velopment accommodates any ideolog
ical position about goals. It is not re
stricted to any kind of learning goals, or 
to who makes the decisions about 
goals. The process is not value-free, of 
course, for it promotes rational and 
open decision-making and effective in
struction. 

Let's look at an example of how the 
program development process might 
be used. Many school districts are set
ting up open area schools. Behind these 
moves must be such implicit goals as: 
students will learn to work more inde
pendent ly; wi l l learn certain social 
skills; will learn to like school more. 
Here we have an example of beginning 
with some means (open areas), with 
quite vague goals. This approach may 
not be as rational as starting with goals 
and moving to means, but it certainly is 
human. 

To apply program development con
cepts in this case we should have to 
clarify the kinds of desirable learning 
outcomes we have in mind for an open 
area envi ronment . Having clarif ied 
these outcomes, we should be able to 
create evaluat ion procedures that 
would let us know whether, or to what 
extent, our desired outcomes are being 
attained. With this information, we 
could modify the open area environ
ment if needed, evaluate again, alter 
again if necessary, to the point where 
we attained the desirable outcome and 
could tell everyone so. We could also 
say what produced the results and at 
what cost. At present we can't. 

Proposition 4 - Coal-based program 
development is complex 

It is not because teachers, adminis
trators and policy-makers are profes-' 
sionally disinterested that greater prog
ress has not been made in implement
ing program development strategies. 
The main reason is that program de
velopment is complex, and requires 
support from all levels of any system. 
During the 1950s and '60s, those manag
ing educational institutions were so 
busy simply accommodating increasing 
numbers of students that few resources 
were available for the examination of 
what was being done. Today, however, 
with the combination of easing enroll
ments and increased competition for 
public monies, program development 
and evaluation likely will be imperative. 

Further, though many of its basic 
concepts were developed decades ago, 
it is only fairly recently that enough 
knowledge and techniques have been 
available to make it an integrated, 
workable process. 

Continued on page 135 
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Many are the suggestions for what should be 
done to improve learning; suggestions of how to 
go about the process are fewer. Here is a suc
cessful way to individualize instruction, provide 
for small group interaction, use various kinds of 
materials and allow for different types of 
responses. 

NORMA I. MICKELSON 
and WILLIAM K. CROSS 

The authors are members of the Faculty 
of Education at the University of Victoria. 
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USING SMALL 
GROUPS 
SUCCESSFULLY 

Individualize; provide for group interac
tion; allow for different styles of response; 
use varied materials and media; imple
ment the'new'curricula! 

*> 
So'goes current educational thinking. 

The critical question for the classroom 
teacher, of course, is how? There1 are 
several answers, but one technique that 
allows teachers to meet these demands 
with no great difficulty is the 'station-
study' approach. 

In; the station-study approach, chil
dren are divided into small groups. 
Centers, or stations; are set up in vari-
ous areas of the classroom, each with a 
different? theme usually involving 
specific; accompanying activities. Each 
group starts work at one of the assigned 
stations and rotates through the various 
centers. 

Two typical teaching situations using 
: the station-study approach, one de

veloped by a student in the Faculty of 
Education at the University of Victoria, 

fare briefly outlined below. ^ 
-- In language arts, for example,-the 
teacher might set the following objec
tives: 

Children will.be provided with the 
opportunity to practise self-controlled, 
co-operative behavior. * 
• Children wili have the opportunity to 
work qh such skills as oral reading, voc
abulary development, story writing, in-

-•terpretation of poetry and research 
techniques.. 

Five centers coufd be set up in the 
classroom as follows: 

. Station I - Oral Reading (6 pupils) Chil
dren pick a story from a book, read it 

silently and then orally to another child 
in the group. If a tape recorder is avail
able, children may read orally into the 
recorder and then play back for self-
analysis. Should they wish to have the 
teacher hear the tape, they simply ask. 

Station II - 'Fish' Four or five children 
play 'Fish' using a deck of cards made up 
of vocabulary words needing practice. 

Station III-Story Writing Three pictures 
are posted on the board. Paper, pencils, 
eraser and dictionary are on the desk. 
Children write about one picture. 
. Station IV-Poetry Children read one 
of several available poems and illustrate 
it using any preferred media (plas
ticine, paint, crayons, etc.) . 

Station V - Research Techniques Job 
cards are available on selected topics in 
this station; Children are encouraged to 
use'the library in answering questions 
about the topics and are expected to 
make brief notes on the information 
they have obtained. 

Social studies provides a second ex
ample. The teacher might set the follriw-
ing objectives: . .-
• Children'.wili be provided with the 
opportunity to practise self-controlled, 
co-operative behavior. (Exactly as in 
language arts.) 
• While studying 'the Goldrush' in the 

1 new Grade 5:curriculum, children will 
have the opportunity to work'on social 
studies obseVvation and recording 
skills, such as looking at pictures, 
filmstrips^ and: maps, sketching and 
note-making. 

Six centers could be set up as follows: 
Station I - Observation of Pictures 

Pictures of early mining activities in the 

Cariboo are mounted on a oland-up 
cardboard display. An activity sheet di
rects the pupil's attention in such a way 
that each picture is analyzed by the 
child for information concerning early 
mining methods. 

Station II - Recording by Sketching 
Again, a display board contains pictures 
from various sources that depict the ter
rain of the Cariboo Gold Rush. Activity 
sheets direct the child in using 
sketching-from-observation as the main 
recording skill. 

Station /// - Observation of a Film Strip 
In the cloakroom, or some other area 
where it will not be tpo distracting, thsu;' 
film strip projector is set up so that a 
smallgroup may view a film strip.: A " 
activity sheet directs the group in mak- -
ing a selection of several'frames that 
they feel best helps the understanding 
of the stated problem, VJV . 

Station IV - Recording by Note-making 
At a cluster of desks, a vairiety of books 
and articles dealing with the gold rush 
have been collected. Each book is mark
ed so that pupils know what pages must 
be consulted. An activity sheet sets out 
a standard format for pupil note-making 
from the listing of key words: Pupils 
select only a few of the books to work 

• from. :/': ;"'V.v.j.y'H..:.i 

Station V - Observation of maps A 
variety of maps, both on sheets and in 
atlases, are provided and numbered. An 
activity sheet directs pupils' observa
tions of these maps so that they are 
analyzed in such a way that children 
gain an insight into topography and 
distance. 

Station VI -Checkpoint Charlie' Here, 
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STATION I 
Observation 
o) Pictures 

STATION VI 
Checkpoint Charlie 

Grouped desks 

STATION V 
Observation of Mops 

Desks in a row 

STATION IV 
Recording by Notem.iking 

Grouped desks 

STATION II 
Recording by Sketching 

Desks in a row 

STATION llP O ° 
Filmstrip Projector 

Figure 1. Illustration of social studies stations set up 
In a typical classroom. It Is assumed desks are movable. 

the teacher at a group of desks consults 
with pupils as they have completed ac
tivities at certain stations, engenders 
discussion within the groups as to the 
appropriateness of answers, observa
tions and recording skill levels, and fre
quently demonstrates to pupils, in 
groups or individually, skills activities 
that appear to need direction. 
- T h i s station might also be used 
profitably in language arts. 

'^iThe.teacher's role in such classroom 
^organization is not a didactic one in the 
, usual sense of the word. Rather, it is as a 

facilitator in helping to set up the origi-
. nal stations and in assisting pupils to use 

them co-operatively in a self-controlled 
way. Furthermore, the teacher is a con
sultant in acting as a check-point 

.throughout station activity and can as

sist pupils systematically —first, to see 
if there are any problems in individual 
stations, second, to determine indi
vidual progress, and third, to facilitate 
pupil interchange of answers and re
sponses. Finally, the teacher has the re
sponsibility of ensuring that learning 
occurs. 'Busy-work' provided in sta
tions is hardly better in any sense of the 
word than the old 'busy-work' or 
'seat-work' that often occurred Jwhile 
students were sitting quietly in their 
desks. 

There are, of course, some cautions 
that should be exercised by the teacher 
in using the station-study approach: 
• There should be more stations than 
there are groups of children to avoid 
congestion. 
• Stations should be non-sequential so 
that order is not critical and students do 
not have to move in a prescribed sequ
ence. 

a A station study is an interesting class
room technique. However, like most 
things, it should not be over-used! 
e Pupils must be trained in the use of 
stations. Otherwise, they simply do not 
know how to handle this approach to 
learning. Once the children know what 
is expected of them, however, they be
come remarkably adept at managing 
and evaluating their own performances. 

After a recent workshop, we polled 
attending teachers for their views re
garding usage of the station-study tech
nique. All who responded, responded 
positively. They saw advantages to the 
approach that were totally in line with 
our notions — the scheme caters to 
individual differences; children can get 
close to the materials of the discipline; 
'small' materials can be used that norm
ally might not suit a whole class presen
tation; children can come in contact 
with a wider range of learning stimuli. 

Several of those polled were aware of 
various practical shortcomings — room 
size and arrangement will dictate layout 
to a great extent; pupils will have to 
receive careful training in independent 
work skills; the teacher must plan for 
the whole range of pupils in preparing 
the study materials. The range of topics 
that the participating teachers saw as 
possible station-studies topics spanned 
the curriculum in a surprisingly inclu
sive fashion. 

Station studies are being used suc
cessfully in many classrooms by both 
beginning and experienced teachers. 
Stations provide a methodology that 
enables teachers to individualize in
struction, to provide for group interac
tion and allow for different response 
styles while at the same time involving 
all the students in classroom programs. 
In no sense are they a panacea, how
ever. They simply provide a forum for 
the active participation of all children in 
classroom learning. o*J 
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A futurologist looks at the past and present, 
and gives his ideas of what the future 

will be like. 

DAVID A. BAIN 

Prior to the early 20th century, the 
common man lived close to the earth. 
He used the natural resources as he 
found them to provide the essentials for 
his home, heating, food and clothing. 
He was tuned in to the cycles of nature. 

Most people thought of the 'now,' 
not as something nearly instantaneous 
but encompassing the whole span of a 
year. 

Thus, the events of his annual clock 
were the spring planting, the birth of his 
farm animals, the building of new sheds 
to house his growing herd, the fall har-

Dr. Bain is provincial president of the B.C. 
Provincial Association for Childhood Edu
cation and an assistant professor in UBC's 
Faculty of Education. 

vesting, the preparation of the fuels for 
the winter's cold, then the anticipation 
of spring planting, and so on. 

Man was a part of a small primary 
community, ready and willing to help 
his fellow man in time of crop failure or 
sudden illness. He was so tuned in to 
the natural rhythm of events that he 
could just sit with his neighbor on the 
front porch and share the non-verbal 
communication that unfolded before 
them as evening set in. 

One's family lived close by. I can re
member the aunts, uncles and cousins, 
who lived in their hundreds within a 
three-mile radius of my grandfather's 
farm. I felt a part of all of them, and 
probably because I had such a deep 
identification with them, I never felt 



the need to search for a self-identity. 
This identification with the extended 

family (or maybe tribe would be a better 
term), the soil and the weather was 
extended even further to an awareness 
of the purpose and power behind 
the func t ion ing of the whole uni
verse. There was a very deep sense of 
faith. Man was close to his God with
in his shared circular community of 
people and time. 

Woman worked side by side with 
man. There was rarely a question of 
whose work was more important within 
the community. Age also was of less 
impor tance than now. Adu l thood 
stretched from the time a boy or girl 
could share equally with the farm work, 
and continued until thetime when each 
was no longer able to do so. 

Along with the faith in the Tightness of 
shared work throughout one's lifetime, 
was the certainty that this was the cor
rect and natural way to live. Thus, within 
the First Community, that of the past, 
time was circular; the world shared ss 
an extended family tribe; the family had 
clearly defined obligations (which were 

largely sex-determined); there was a 
deep faith in the communication bet
ween man and his neighbor, and bet
ween man and his God (with God as a 
force both within the community, and 
yet far out in space and time, compe
tently guiding the destinies of all). 

Within the Second Community, that 
of the present (or at least from the be
ginning of the 20th century until nearly 
three-quarters of the way through it), 
man was divided. A new God had come 
into the community and into the family 
structure. 

The new God was Time. This Time, in 
a non-circular form, had probably al
ways existed within a very small minor
ity of mani.ind. Maybe it I ?gan with the 
question of, 'Where v>a-j I before I was 
born?' or 'Where do I go after I die?' or 
'Is there life on other worlds, and if so, 
will t/iey come down and destroy our 
way of living?' Certain mystics and 
monastics searched for the solutions 
the first two questions, while s ce 
traders, adventurers and explorers lit
erally searched the planet Earth, then 
beyond Earth, for the answer to the lat
ter. 

Prior to the early 20th century, man was attuned to the cycles ot nature. His annual clock 
m o v e d through the seasons from planting lo harvesting. 

Then, as tr .nsportation developed, as 
roads and railroads and telegraph, tele
phone, radio then television stretched 
out to the isolated communities, mak
ing people aware of the attractions of 
the surprising ways of life in the cities, 
Time took its tail out of its mouth and 
began to glide its uncertain way into the 
future. 

For a very few of Earth's people, it 
occasionally humped into a series of 
frantic happenings — the Golden Age of 
Greece, the heights of the Roman Em
pire, the Medieval wealth, the Renais
sance, and then the sudden rush into 
the 20th century with the explosion of 
knowledge, machinery and processes 
that produced the current age of exploi-
;ation and one-way communication. 

The fractured tribe was left behind as 
the more adventurous — and often the 
more intelligent — left the natural 
community behind. Man now learned 
loneliness and fear within the complex 
unnatural city. He first searched within 
himself for a basic identity. Failing thai, 
he began to identify himself with the 
four basic inst i tut ions of factory, 
church, nuclear family and school. 

After j duiwinn by CW. /elfreys 
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The child of the 1960s, in growing up, felt that there were no longer the deep 
expectations around him for him to perform his little r..i« within the com
plex factory system of life. He began to consider his own life style, and to 
realize that his life style was not necessarily that of his neighbor. He 
searched for a meaningful life ... 

Man became a fellow-worker with 
similar uncertain men within the factory 
system of each of these Institutions; He 
no longer had a sense of basic faith in 
the circular community and his G o d ; he 
was therefore forced to develop a sense 
of trust in his fellow man and in his 
institutions. He trusted that someone in 
each held the master plan to all the 
complex assembly-line production. 

He trusted the boss (or management) 
who held the key to the bag of tokens, 
which he could exchange for the neces
sities of his life; he trusted that his 
minister or rabbi somehow held the 
answer to the peace and destiny that 
followed his productive work life; he 
trusted that his wife could raise" their 
children according tc whichever child 
expert prophet prevailed upon the 
maternity scene; and he trusted the 
educators to provide his children with a 
means to finding an easier way of life 
than that which faced him as he strug
gled to provide for their education. 

Feelings of Unease Increase 
' Whenever there is= little but trust, 

there is the increasing feeling of un
ease that one might no longer be able to 
live up to the expectations of those in 
charge of each institution. This unease 
leads; first, to a feelingof guilt, and then 
to 'protest;- • r> ' 

By the mid-1930s, man organized 
counter-forces to the first of the institu
tions that, determined his complex way 
of life. The trade unions flourished to 
provide him with protection against the 
whims of.'the market and factory man
agement. 
' By the late 1940s, the trust in the 
church began to fade, and man simply 
opted out wi thout fo rming any 
counter-organizat ions to the now-
institutionalized form of faith: (This lack 
of counter-forces was to have an in
creasing effect upon the; generalized 
apathy of mankind until the mid-1970s, 

• when such structures began to form.) 
By the mid-1960s; there were strong 

nibblings around the bases of the nuc
lear family, and counter-nuclear family 
structures emerged. By the later.1960s 
and early 1970s, the revolt against the 
institution of the school began in ear
nest. Counter -schoo ls emerged as 

strong pleas for the abolition of the fac
tory schools altogether. 

What happened was that when man 
first came to the city, he was forced into 
a deep sense of insecurity, and found 
that he had to become strongly, imma-
turely dependent upon the city's guid
ing forces to provide" him with a mean
ingful life. 

But soon he discovered that there re
ally was no purpose Within the Second 
Community. Instead of a recycling of 
nature's resources back into the soil, 
there was a devastating waste of them. 
Instead of a deep sense of faith in the 
rightness of his way of life, there was 
practically no faith at all — no set of 
common values, no deep sense of 
community with one's neighbors, no 
sensitive sharing of each others' sor
rows and joys. 

Time Takes Many Paths 
This led mankind into two paths: 

either toward an increasingly patholog
ical apathy, or into the Third Commun
ity-

The Third Community emerged into 
public consciousness about 1965. The 
fractionation of mankind during the 
Second Community prepared him for a 
new awareness of Time. Whereas Time 
in the First Community had been com
fortably circular, with both the past and 
future predictable for the life of the en
tire community; and Time in the Sec
ond Community had straightened out 
into its relative lack of predictability 
(because of the breakdown of the circu
lar communi ty) ; Time in the Third 
Community now exploded into a multi
plicity of paths, each with nearly closed 
loops along its length. 

The child of t h i 1960s, in growing up, 
felt that there.rwere no longer the deep 
expectations around him for him to per
form his little role within the complex 
factory system of life. He began to con
sider his own life style, and to realize 
that his life style was not necessarily that 
of his neighbor. He searched for a 
meaningful life, both tor himself and 
with his fellow man and woman. 

Most of the taboos of sex, religion, 
education, transportation, communica
tion and age were swept aside as the 
child of the Third Community grew up 

aware and eager to search life to its ful
lest. 

In school, he now used his body, his 
mind, his feelings, signs, symbols, ges
tures and words to communicate the 
things, the relationships and his ideas 
about the world of reality. As he became 
aware of new sensations and of his 
communication skills, he felt freer to 
express them; to integrate them with 
other experiences; to produce new 
combinations and insights between 
combinations of such expressions and 
impressions. 

He moved further to a deep sense of 
involvement and commitment with his 
worlds of nature and humanity. His 
basic feeiing about himself and his 
worlds was confidence. As he explored, 
sensed, created, expressed, shared and 
felt his environment to the depths of his 
being, he found confidence in making 
decisions, and in accepting the conse
quences of such decisions both for 
himself and with others. 

The anticipation of the consequences 
of his own and other people's shared 
decisions led him to a sense of the fu
ture — a convict ion of what would 
occur within their lives. And where the 
future did not tend to bring about their 
anticipations, the children of the Third 
Community worked individually, or in 
small groups, to bring about the types 
of futures they had predicted. " 

Time Stops In Learning Communes 
Thus, Time was partly straight (in the 

area of predicting future events) and 
partly looped, whenever an individual 
or a group decided to move outside the 
past-present-future time line into a 
learn ing commune . Time s topped 
within such learning centers so that the 
learners could be freed to explore ideas 
and events in all their multiplicities of 
interrelationships, instead of straight-
time Aristotelian logical thought pat
terns. 

Actually, such time-communes had 
existed for hundreds of years, espe
cially among the religious leaders. The 
retreats of monks, the cloisters and 
monasteries and, more recently, the 
in-depth weekend or week-long sen
sitivity training sessions of the 1960s and 
1970s were examples. Wise classroom 
teachers had always provided the quiet 
corner where a child could retreat from 
Time and could rest, meditate and shut 
out the demanding noise of his factory 
culture. 

In the Third Community, such timer 
communes became the essential way of 
life. The youth (of all ages) would leave 
home to spend months or years in a 
timeless atmosphere soaking in and 
sharing what was, essentially, the ways 
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In a quiet earner a child can retreat from 
Time, and shut out the demanding noiseof 

his factory culture. 

of the life of the First Community. 
Others, instead of heading to the re
mote corners of the planet, would share 
in the time-communes of the present — 
observing, sharing, and considering 
various alternative paths to the existing 
work-play time lines. 

O n their return to their own chosen 
wo;k-p lay communi ty , similar ly-
experienced youth would live together, 
to express their learnings in mutually 
responsible ways; to work, to re-create, 
to develop towns and small cities in 
greater harmony with their natural 
and human worlds. 

Educat ion and l iv ing became 
synonymous. Many towns and cities 
along many different time spirals de
veloped. At first, there was little com
munication among such communes, 
and many of these reverted to the Sec
ond Commun i t y way of l i fe. But 
scientific achievements, especially in 
the fields of communication and recycl
ing natural energy, permitted the leis
ure time and the means of sharing with 
other communities. 

Moreover, by the year 2000, man had 
discovered the means of multiplying his 
life span by five or six times (and the last 
institutional revolution was nearly over 
— that which compartmentalized his 
life span into neat product ion- l ine 
units). Ther/vwas no longer the need to 
have everyone sexually concerned with 
providing the factory tools of the Sec
ond Community — children. 

As people learned with other com
munes how each other thought, lived, 
played, felt, planned and worked for 
their futures, there gradually developed 
a very comprehensive concept of Time 
as a giant spiral, a nearly enclosed, but 
developing circle. Within this were the 
multitudes of individual communicat
ing time-space spirals of alternate cul
tures. 

Within each small spiral,,the style of 
family living varied..'Essentially,'at any 
one time, families consisted of the nuc
lear pair plus others, not necessarily 
blood-related, but more deeply related 
through shared decision-making, shar
ed learning and shared confidence 
through mutual effort toward antici
pated goals. Children were planned for 
through such shared deciding. Profes
sional parenting was essential. Children 
were precious humans, wanted, loved, 
provided with all kinds of experiences 
for their own decision-making and ex
perimentation, until they became the 
equals of their parent-teachers. 

Then the communities were opened 
for them and their experiences went 
beyond to other communities and the 
worlds amid. 

The shared decision-making, the ef
forts toward personal and group goals, 
and the satisfaction of achieving led the 
individual to a deeper sense of self-
meaning and worth than all the frantic 
searchings for a self-concept in group 
therapy, sessions or a psychiatrist's 
couch had ever produced during the 
Second Community. 

The ghettos (of sex, color, race, age, 
education), created by the fractionation 
of the Second Community, ceased to 
exist, as individuals found that they 
could learn meaningfully with every 
other human being, o ld , young, sick or 
healthy, family or foreigner. 

A global community existed because 
of the ind iv idua l separate t ime-
communities; the community existed 
because of responsible individuals 

learning to their fullest and sharing re
sponsibility with others; the future ex
isted because each of the communities 
and people could stop the flow of time 
and learn how to direct their individual 
futures. 

Self and group responsibilities were 
essential aspects of the Third Commun
ity. The Faith of the First Commur>\iy\ 
was restored in the inherent wisdom of 
mankind to decide and to work toward 
its own futures. 

The Trust of the Second Community 
developed and blossomed into full 
group-sharing in decision-making and 
working for foreseeable goals. 

But in each individual's lifetime, such 
trust was soon replaced by the 
Confidence in both self and others to 
carry out the active search for the full 
expression of reality within the universe 
of the Third Community. 

Faith, Trust and Confidence merged 
into meaningful human security, oe-* 
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There has probably never been a time when more teachers were disil
lusioned with their jobs. One reason may be that we have been sold a bill of 
goods — an Edutopia — that has made the schools responsible for reshaping 
society, a task beyond thei r capabilities. The time has come for the schools to 
take a hard look at what they can accomplish within the limits of their time, 
staff, expertise and resources. All other tasks will just have to be left to 
someone else or til! another day. 

Recent research in the United States 
suggests that about 50 percent of 
teachers and principals, if they were to 
choose their life's work again, would 
not enter teaching. The Canadian Edu
cation Association study, Man in the 
Middle, claims that only 17 percent of all 
Ontario principals enjoy their job and a 
British Columbia survey reports more 
than 40 percent of the teachers in that 
province are less than ecstatic with their 
lot. If a similar degree of teacher disillu
sionment exists throughout the rest of 
Canada, there is cause for concern. 

Modern society suffers from a 
malaise of criticism and discontent that 
tends to know the price of everything 
and the value of nothing. It is therefore 
unrealistic and probably undesirable to 
expect the schools to be staffed by op
timists who see only 'sermons in stones 
and good in everything.' Nevertheless, 
if significant numbers of experienced 
teachers and principals are growing 
more disillusioned with their calling — 
when more than ever they need en
thusiasm, humor and intellectual 
curiosity —we should ask why this is so 
and what effect it will have on the qual
ity of education. 

After most of the current attacks on 
education are long-forgotten, how-

: ever, one proposition will stand: re
gardless of where learning takes place 
— in the school and more likely out of it 

—-the mostimportantsinglein%redientwill 
continue to be the imaginative enthusiasm 
of a friendly teacher who knows what he is 

•'. talking about. Gilbert Highet has ob
served that it is of over-riding impor
tance 'that the teacher should have a 
heart, providing of course he has a 
brain.' Unfortunately, the effectiveness 

Dr. Bjarnason is a former elementary and high 
school teacher, principal and superintendent. 
He is currently in the departmentpf educational 
administration at the University of Manitoba, 
Winnipeg. Reprinted with permission from the 
March 1973 issue of The Manitoba Teacher, 
published by the Manitoba Teachers' Society. , 
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of such teachers is often diminished by 
the unceasing demands of modern 
Utopians who see schools as a means to 
solving all the world's ills. 

It may well be that there is a growing 
teacher disenchantment with the simp
listic solutions advanced by the current 
inquisitors of education. Like the em
peror whose subjects admired his invis
ible clothes, these critics may >ieed a 
child to recognize their nakedness and 
like the emperor's subjects, they may 
find it difficult to admit that many of the 
proposed educational panaceas may be 
merely ego-trips or commercial ven
tures of well-meaning but impractical 
social visionaries. 

If sizeable numbers of competent and 
dedicated teachers are frequently 
turned off by the impossible demands 
of Utopian pressures, we should be ask
ing some questions. For example, is it 
possible to achieve even minimal edu
cational goals, unless we maintain the 
spontaneity and support of the over
whelming majority of teachers and 
principals? The expanding list of tasks 
that the schools are expected toner-
form and the secret awarene.«; of 
teachers that these can never be ac
complished, are generating feelings of 
guilt and ambiguity, undermining the 
teachers' success'. 

For knowledgeable people there is no 
longer any question that changing con
ditions make change in the school prog
ram imperative. The necessity for 
change has been settled irrevocably, 
but the kind and rate of change have not. 
Unfortunately, much of the furore 
comes from persons or firms promoting 
products that may well be new versions 
of old ideas. On the other hand, con
trary to the common view, many nota
ble advances in educational thought 
have been made during the last few de
cades — particularly in the behavioral 
sciences. We should be grateful for and 
encouraged by the developments in
itiated by such scholars as Piaget, Mas-

low, Bruner and Coleman. However, 
these developments have not been the 
work of armchair experts with 
warmed-over platitudes about how the 
world ought to be, rather than how it is. 
Ideas improving education occur when 
teachers armed with rigorous research 
and a sense of commitment, roll up 
their sleeves and go to work on mean
ingful and manageable problems. 

Educational development depends 
on the morale and sense of purpose of 
teachers. But in this era when the adult 
community frequently distorts the heal
thy and proper respect for children and 
children's rights into an adulation of 
childish whims and unrestricted indi
vidualism, the consequent instructional 
problems and the stresses they create 
for teachers are largely concealed or ig
nored. 

Thoreau says that 'most men lead 
lives of quiet desperation.' Recent con
versations with teachers suggest that he 
was perhaps right to a greater extent 
than he knew. Modern psychology, par
ticularly that of Maslow, has established 
that without exception, children have 
needs that must be met to ensure their 
healthy development, including 
physiological, safety and belonging 
needs as well as needs for self-esteem 
and actualization. Where thes>.needs 
have been taken into account!with a 
knowledge of the real world, rei I peo
ple and real events, the practical results 
for students have been gratifying and 
teaching has taken on a richer and 
deeper meaning. 

But teachers and principals also have 
needs, quite apart from salaries and 
working conditions, and school boards, 
departments of education and superin
tendents — even.our Utq^Iir.rcritics — 
must realize this. Teachers and the pub
lic have been sold a bill of goods, an 
'Edutopia.' Over the years, the public 
school system has assumed a responsi
bility for reshaping society far beyond 
its modest tasks of a few decades ago, 
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" ... and I hate to bother you at this hour, but — I was |ust wondering If Johnny't classes 
this year are meeting his needs." , 

despite the fact that it lacks the re
sources, time, knowledge, influence 
and personnel to perform such a job. Be 
it drugs, poverty, social injustice, crime, 
iex, war, disease, race, pollution, emo
tional stress or family disintegration, 
the school recklessly promises to solve 
the problems. The worse our record of 
success in performing these tasks, the 
more we are inclined to seize upon new 
ones — egged on by educational mis
sionaries and commercial interests. 
Like the peasant in Gorki 's 'Six Feet of 
Earth,' our ambition seerns to have no 
bounds. 

Little wonder that more teachers and 
principals secretly confess disillusion
ment; that the educational system is 
often seen with a jaundiced eye by par
ents, students and the general public. 
Little wonder that many teachers are 
concerned about their ability to 'hack 

Perhaps this ' is the time for* the 
schools to take a harder look at wi.at 
they are best ablo to accomplish, withii; 
the limits of time, staff, expertise, re
sources and (he complexities of human 
behavior. These are the tasks to get on 
with. The remainder, important though 
they may be, must be left to someone 
else or till another day. 

After al l , from birth until 18 years of 
age, a typical student spends less than 
ten percent of his time within school 
walls. Obviously, public education is 
only part of his total development. 
Many educators have refused to accept 
this fact of life and so have our carping 
critics. The New York Times states, 

'In no area are the ravages of 
Utopianism more visible than in educa
tion. Here the intellectual fads and fash
ions reign supreme, all of them exultant 
in promise, all of them negligible in ac
comp l i shment . O u r profess ional 
educators are perpetually and en
thusiastically engaged in deception and 
self-deception, in part out of necessity, 
in part because they feel this is their 
"responsibil i ty." We know a great deal 
about the relationship between the 
schools and academic achievement. But 
it is the rare educator who dares to say 
what we know, to challenge the 
sovereign platitudes as to what the 
school can really do for the young peo
ple who enter it.' 

The following represent a starting 
point for contending with some of the 
teacher t e n s i o n ^ o f 'Edutopia,' by 
changing the things we can change, by 
accepting those we cannot change and 
hopefully with the wisdom to tell the 
difference: 
• Resist the band-wagon approach to 
educational reform and cultivate a heal
thy skept ic ism toward s impl is t ic 

panaceas. 
• Encourage a healthy diversity and 
flexibility with advances on many small 
fronts rather ihan massive reform and 
the blanket rejection of the so-called 
'system.' 
• Use the limited resources of the 
schools, not on quixotic dreams but on 
activities with the greatest potential for 
results. 
• Decrease the pressures on teachers 
by reducing the number of committees 
and meetings to a minimum clearly serv
ing some useful purpose. 
• Halt the Parkinson trend toward cen
tralized and bureaucratic organization 
and bring education, insofar as possi
ble, into the confines of the individual 
school or classroom in line with the 
adage, 'That government is best which 
governs least.' 
• Recognize and encourage the intel
lectual, emotional and social develop
ment of individual teachers by support
ing sabbatical leaves, inter-school vi;,'i-
tations, teacher-exchange, travel scho
larships, subsidized non-credit courses 

and the investment of risk-capital for 
promising (though modest) teacher-
initiated experimentation. \ 
• Increase the probability of success in 
innovation by using previous experi
ence and knowledge available in com
parative and historical education. 
• Cultivate a healthy and stimulating 
climate for rigorous research and an 
awareness of the exciting possibilities 
such research c?.h provide keeping in 
mind that research thrives with that rest
less state of mind which sees new rela
tionships in everyday events. 
• Establish a system that will enable 
teachers and students to develop their 
individual potential. This demands that 
administrators recognize that self-
actualization of both teachers and stu
dents depends more on the climate of 
the school, the division and the pro
vince than on the expenditure of vast 
sums of money. 

Perhaps before we can achieve these 
things, it will be necessary, as Maslow 
once said; 'to be scared Into our 
wits.' 0*-* 
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Learning Goals 
Con t inued from p.ifie 125 

As just one example, it is only in the 
past five years or so that standardized or 
other norm-referenced tests, which 
compare students against one another, 
and which are suitable for selection 
purposes (e.g., for the armed forces or 
graduate school), started to give way to 
tests that can assess an individual's 
learning with respect to some approp
riate goal. 

This second k ind of test, ca l led 
criterion-referenced, is more approp
riate for facilitating and reporting learn
ing. Of course, further program de
velopment refinements of other kinds 
are necessary, and most will be made by 
those who use the process. 

To illustrate the point about the com
plexity of the program development 
process, I'll take the first component 
dealing with goals and indicate just 
some of the questions and problems 
that must be tackled in order to deal 
adequately with it. 

What people and sources should ini
tially be consul ted about poss ib le 
goals? How will priorities among goals 
be established, and by whom?To what 
extent or when should students deter
mine curricular goals? With what antici
pated results? What are the respective 
roles of experts, teachers, po l icy 
boards, the community? How specific 
must goals be before they are useful for 
planning instruction and evaluation? 
What kind of evidence is required to 
determine the achievement of goals? 
How can we adequately assess those 
important goals dealing with feelings 
and attitudes that cannot be measured 
by traditional testing procedures? And 
so on. 

To answer these kinds of questions, a 
range of competences is required — 
for handling complex interpersonal re
lationships, construction of preference 
surveys, criterion-referenced test con
struction, the development of unobtru
sive and other measures dealing with 
the feelings and attitudes of learners, 
and the general management of the 
overall process. Different people in an 
educational system will require differ
ent skills, but they will heed to be com
plementary. 

Proposition 5 - Coal-based program 
development requires a supporting 
organizational framework 

Because program development is 
complex and potentially potent, it is 
difficult to imagine its being success
ful ly imp lemented wi thout certain 
kinds of supporting conditions. A first 
condition is the participation of all key 

decision-making levels — the class
room, the school, district office staff 
and school board, together with the 
Department of Education. Each level 
will be concerned about goals and 
means and wili make a unique contribu
tion in influencing the shape of the 
educational program. Furthermore, 
there will he reasonable agreement 
among all decision-making levels about 
what goals are important, and about 

demise of the innovative program of the 
John Adams School in Portland. No one 
or two of the key groups can for long 
pursue a program that does not have 
the general support of all groups. This 
condition, however, need not be view
ed as a constraint upon change and 
progress, for combined resources are 
probably essential to the long-term at
tainment of important, difficult-to-
achieve goals. 

* ^ ^ ^ - ^ ^ ^ ^ 

Teachers and students should be able to develop their individual potentials. Their self-
actualization depends more on the climate of the school than on the expenditure of vast 
sums of money. 

who participates in making decisions 
about goals. 

Many innovative programs (often 
new goals really, though usually im
plicitly rather than explicitly stated) 
have been short- l ived or have also 
created considerable conflict because 
ph i losophy and goals were not 
co-operatively formulated, or not gen
erally understood and accepted. 

We can think of several examples in 
our province. In part, this was one of 
the problems in Campbell River, and 

-v appears also to be a factor in the partial 

A second cond i t ion for the im
plementation of effective program de
ve lopment is e i ther addi t ional re
sources, or a reorganization and re-tool
ing of existing resources. As used here, 
resources include the talents and skills 
of people, and the time required for 
planning and evaluating educational 
programs. Given the probability that 
funds for education will likely remain 
relatively limited, an altered use of cur
rent resources seems the more realistic 
alternative. 

An actual case will help illustrate this 
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point about additional or re-tooled re
sources. The social studies department 
of Vancouver 's Britannia Secondary 
Schoo l received a grant from the 
Canada Studies Foundation, through 
Project Canada West, to undertake 
program development in the area of 
urban education. The six teachers in
volved found that they had to spend the 
bulk of their grant to purchase released 
time from the classroom to learn new 
skills and plan their new program. Even 
after an initial program was developed, 
some additional time was needed to 
maintain it. 

Since program development requires 
a combination of complex skills, no one 
person can be expected to perform all 
of them. A combination of talents work-
ing co-operatively toward accepted 
ends is necessary. This suggests the 
need for sequent ia l , large-scale, 
classroom-oriented in-service educa
tion. Another need is for innovative 
practices on the part of both school 
boards and universities so that persons 
can undertake university graduate work 
that is integrated with their everyday 
professional tasks. 

We also may have to re-examine the 
practice of each teacher's spending 
something like five hours each day in 
classroom situations. As noted, more 
effective programs will require addi
tional time for the planning and prep
aration of materials, and for program 
evaluation. These program planning 
functions, however, need not all be car
ried out at the school level. On at least 
economic grounds, a good case can be 
made for a degree of specialization 
through centralization. 

A third condition for effective prog
ram development is teaching effective
ness, defined and judged as the facilita
t ion of student learning. That is, in 
teacher supervision and assessment it 
will be necessary to give less emphasis 
to such criteria as how a teacher or
ganizes the classroom and teaches, and 
more attention to whether students are 
in fact learning things that are impor
tant. Such a shift should have consider
able but salutary effects on current 
practice. 

Proposition 6 - Program development 
is possible 

To summarize: the public school sys
tem and other educational institutions 
do not know what they are accomplish
ing or at what cost. With no adequate 
conception of learner or institutional 
goals, programs for learners can neither 
be evaluated validly nor, more impor
tant, be improved ' . 'Fur ther , when 
changes are made (e.g., the implemen-
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tation of open are? schooling), their real 
impact and costs are only guessed, and 
never known in any explicit sense. 

In other words, what we now do in 
education is to move from solution to 
solution, with never an adequate con
ception of the problems we are attempt
ing to solve, or the goals we want to 
achieve. We have focused on facilities, 
organizational structures, processes — 
not on learning goals. 

But this general situation need not 
continue and, indeed, there are many 
signs in B.C. that it will not. First, as 
indicated earlier, sufficient knowledge 
and techniques necessary to implement 
systematic program development are 
now avai lable. S e c o n d , I know of 
numerous cases in B.C. where program 
development strategies, at least in part, 
are being implemented or seriously 
studied. 

I referred to the Urban Education 
program at Britannia Secondary School, 
where a program development ap
proach was undertaken, and which re
ceived teacher, school, school board 
and BCTF support. Prince George and 
Vernon school districts have conducted 
community surveys to assess public 
opinion about the functions of their 
schools, which is one means to impor
tant information in any rational program 
development scheme. Fernie School 
District is beginning to implement a 
learning goals-based program, and has 
rejected the idea of innovat ion by 
changing only the means of learning. 

In some school districts groups of 
elementary schoo l pr inc ipals and 
others are undertaking in-service prog
rams in program development. Other 
groups and districts in the province 
have indicated a similar interest. A re
cent report from the University of Vic
toria recommends that its professors 
report their teaching activities in terms 
of learning goals, and not simply in 
terms of content or texts to be covered, 
or how they are covered. And dozens if 
not hundreds of individual teachers, 
throughout the province, are experi
menting with a program developmeNt 
approach at the classroom level. 

Added to these developments — i.e., 
the availability of sufficient knowledge 

. about program development and vari
ous forms of implementation — is the 
fact that the teachers and trustees of 
B.C. are likely more engaged in profes
sional development and in-service 
groups in Canada. This suggests an 
openness to learn ing and change. 
These things combined, I find our situa
tion most encouraging, though much 
has yet to be done — in the school sys

tems, in the Department of Education, 
and in our Faculties of Educat ion. 
Let us hope these groups will work 
together. 0=5-' 

Thanks to Medico, a 
service of C A R E , 
young North Africans 
are standing on their 
own two feet. Medico 
doctors and nurses 
need your help. 

Send your dollars to... 
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Transcendental Schools 
Continued (mm page 117 

of the on-going research on TM and is 
best explained by the experts. I have 
included it here as illustrative of the 
possible physiological activities that ac
company 'consciousness expansion.' 
Thus I feel it is entirely relevant to edu
cation as well as mental health.) 

Conjectural as these statements are, 
we can appreciate that the implications 
of this kind of inner-directed change 
(measured as 'self-actualization' in a 
psychological study of meditators orig
inally conducted and now replicated at 
the University of Cincinnati) can add a 
new dimension to our school systems. 
What we have been calling normal in 
students (and teachers) may be tanta
mount to a population walking around 
generation after generation with one 
hand tied behind their backs. If some
one with clearer vision pointed out the 
possibility of using both hands, and that 
it was easy and natural to do so, the 
hand-tied crowds would likely utter, 
'Impossible!' 

What can we expect from students 
overall in a school system once they 
start TM? Does it really work in an actual 
school setting? 

Dr. Francis Driscoll, superintendent 
of the Eastchester School System in 
New York, summarizes the results of 
a T M and SCI program in his school 
system. Writing in Phi Delta Kappan (a 
highly respected American educational 
magazine), he says: (1) students im
prove their academic performance; (2) 
students get along better with teachers, 
(3) students get along better with paren
ts; (4) students get along better with 

MCMASTER UNIVERSITY SCHOOL OF ADULT EOUCATION 
summer o?74 

study abroad 
DECREE CREDIT SUBJECTS FOR • Deytime Students • Part-time Students • Some listeners 
FRANCE 
(Parts) Fine Arts. French ITALY 
(Romt, Florence) Classics. Flna A.U, Italian SWEDEN . 
(Stockholm! Sodsl Work. Sociology 
Flald trlpa lo Helsinki, Oilo, of Copenhagen 23 & 45 day programmes July and August Reletec1 (laid trios Integrated Into programme. Full credit for students meeting McMaster University admission requirements or heving a letter of permission from another university. 

Foe funhtf Tom Schsttky, 
Infomttlon: School of Adult Education, McMaster University. Gllmour Hell, Room 121, Hamilton. Ontario, LBS4L8 Telephone: 14111 622-4971 lEn. 3211 

other students and (5) there is a drama
tic decline in usage of drugs. Dr. Dris
coll also mentions the success of the 
technique among the teachers them
selves. 

Pilot programs using SCI in high 
schools are starting this fall in Saskatch
ewan and Quebec. 

In summary, then, the technique of 
TM is a simple, easily-learned mental 
practice; it requires no faith or belief 
in its efficacy and produces measure-
able significant changes in a short 
period of time and in a diversity of 
areas. It is not a religion, a philosophy, 
a lifestyle or a set of beliefs. It involves 
no hypnosis, auto-suggestion, concen
tration, contemplation or self-analysis. 
The practice is enjoyable and natural. 
Moreover, SCI, in its present format 
could easily be adopted to current cur
ricula, particularly in the guidance pro
gram. 

Studies show a profound level of rest 
for the body with increasing alertness 
for the mind. Learning experiments in
dicate improved memory, intelligence, 
creativity and academic performance. 
This general raising of level of aware
ness is part of the knower himself, part 
of inner-directed change, and herein 
lies the whole crux of the matter. 

After all, education isn't merely a mat
ter of grades and measurable scores. 
Every concerned educator sooner or 
later must ask himself, 'For what pur
pose education?' I can think of no more 
fitting an answer than in Maharishi's 
own words: 

Knowledge is for action, action for 
achievements, achievements for fulfill
ment. Thus, knowledge is directly con
cerned with fulfillment. For complete 
fulfillment, complete knowledge is 
necessary. Complete knowledge 
should mean total knowledge of the ob
ject of inquiry and total knowledge of the 
subject; total knowledge of both the 
known and the knower. When the knower 

SUMMER 
ACCOMMODATION 
ADVERTISEMENTS 

The best issues for advertising accom
modation available or wanted are the 
March and April issues. 
Deadlines for receipt of ad wordings are 
February 1 and March 1 respectively. 
The May-June issue is available, of 
course, but may be less useful because 
of its mailing date. The deadline for 
receipt of ad wordinc, ,s April 1. 
Special discount to BCTF members is 
1/3 off regular $1.50 a line, minimum 
3 lines. 

docs not know himsell, then the basis of 
knowledge is missing. In this situation of 
baseless knowledge fulfillment will al
ways remain baseless. This is what man
kind has been left to face concerning 
life throughout the ages. 

Now in this scientific age, it is high 
time for knowledge to be complete and 
for fulfillment to be profound for every 
man, for every society, for every nation, 
for the whole human race. 

The Science of Creative Intelligence, 
by opening one's awareness to the infi
nite, unbounded value of intelligence, 
broadens the awareness, makes it per
manently unbounded, so that no area 
of life remains foreign. This is the 
ground of all knowledge — complete 
knowledge — and therefore is the basis 
of complete fulfillment. 

Certainly we must be cautious and 
examine carefully what we present to 
our students, but the studies I have 
mentioned, and further, more ex
tensive studies, indicate that if we ig
nore this technique and the scientific 
context in which it is taught and 
studied, we could be ignoring one of 
the most beneficial, economical and 
powerful tools for truly meaningful ed
ucational change in this decade. odJ. 
References available on request. 

TEACH IN CANADA'S ARCTIC 

NORTHWEST TERRITORIES 

POSITIONS AVAILABLE commencing Au
gust and September 1974. 

The Northwest Territories Department of 
Education will require teachers to fill positions 
in schools with one to fifty teachers. Major 
requirements will be for primary and inter
mediate teachers willing to live and work in 
smell isolated northern communities. 

REQUIRED QUALIFICATIONS 

— a valid Canadian teaching certificate 
— landed immigrant status for those applic

ants who are not Canadian citizens 
— preferably some successful teaching ex

perience in field related to position desired 

SALARY SCALE — The 1974-7.'. salary scale is 
currently being negotiated. Tlv current scale 
ranges from $7,211 to $17,982 and is dependent 
upon qualifications and experience. A 
teachers' settlement allowance is presently 
paid; the amounts vary according to location 
and marital status. 

DETAILED INFORMATION 

For a copy of "Teach in Canada's Arctic: 
Northwest Territories" and application forms, 
write to: 

Chief of Academic Programs, 
Department of Education, 
Government of the Northwest Territories, 
YELLOWKNIFE. Northwest Territories. 
X0E1H0 
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Wl.y, in spite of overwhelming evi
dence that more fruitful, more respect
ful, more humane, more efficient and 
more effect ive means of creat ing 
teaching/learning situations exist, are 
school districts, schools and individual 
teachers so resistant to change, to ac
cepting and utilizing techniques that 
have beyond any doubt created better 
learning environments for the children 
in our schools? 

Whydoweas professionals notacton 
the evidence before us? Do we not have 
the responsibility, moral and legal, to 
make changes in our classrooms and 
schools that can maintain the child's 
curiosity, passion for people, rational 
behavior (in the child's frame of refer
ence, not necessarily the adult's), free 
flowing thinking and the child's inces
sant appetite for more of the same; 
namely, that which all children have 
within themselves when they come to 
school? 

Is it not our task as professional 
educators to seek the best means of 
teaching possible in our classrooms? To 
attempt anything less is in my opinion 
intolerable. 

Not all teachers resist the threats and 
risks of change. There are many excel
lent teachers all over the world who 
have changed, who do foster and en
courage the growth of a child's natural 
functionings. The names of Ashton-
Warner, Goutard, Montessor i , Kohl , 
Gattegno and Rogers spring to mind as 
some of the more famous. 

They and others are what might be 
called winners. They are characterized 
by a deep respect for children, and by 
an intellectual toughness combined 
with a compassion for the feelings of 
children, which enables them despite 
all sorts of obstacles (the curriculum, 
the principal, their colleagues, the in
ertness of the educational system) to 
create learning situations conducive to 
healthy growth among their charges. 

They have a 'let's do it,' 'I think you 
can do it' attitude. They don't worry too 
much about the 'authorities.' They say 
'the kids had a great idea,' 'the kids are 
beautiful,' and 'boy, did the kids ever 
teach me something today.' They love, 
respect and challenge their students. 
They confront them knowing the chil
dren will succeed. They also confront 
the obstacles in their paths armed with 
the knowledge that they are right, and 
what they are doing with the children is 
right. They are winners. 

Unfortunately, such winners are too 
few in number. Too often one hears 
teachers verbally reinforce their non-
winner status by uttering if only or but 
statements. How often have you heard 
teachers say they would be far better 

A . J . S A N D Y D A W S O N . 

teachers if only they had more text
books, smaller classes, a teacher aide, 
fewer meetings, no reports, a marriage 
or a divorce or a love affair? 

Or the teachers who contend they 
could improve the learning atmosphere 
in their classrooms, but the children just 
do not want to learn; but the children 
can't read; but the principal won't let 
me; but the superintendent is a bastard; 
but the parents don't want the im
provement; but the parents don't care; 
but I don't have the time, and so on. 

Why do so many teachers hide be
hind these if only and but phrases? The 
answer, I believe, lies in the risk in
volved in changing, the threat that 
change engenders in so many people, 
teachers included. 

To embark on new paths, to move 
from the known to the unknown, to 
give up the lesson plans, the organiza
tion, the personal commitment that has 
The writer is an assistant professor in the Fa

culty of Education at Simon Fraser University. 

developed over perhaps several years 
of teaching to certain ways of doing 
things is a very large step and a tre
mendous risk for many teachers. Far too 
many teachers, even though they know 
(at le^s t , know intel lectually) they 
should alter their behavior patterns, will 
not take the risk. New ideas, methods, 
techniques confront teachers with the 
choice of learning about these new 
things (and learning itself can be 
threatening) or maintaining ideas and 
methods that, though inferior, are at 
least familiar. 

To change may require a very deep 
and fundamental renunciation of years 
of past experience, (or teachers must 
face the fact that their past methods, 
beliefs and knowledge were mistaken. 
Derivatively, they must face the fact that 
in years gone by they may have done a 
disservice to their students. 

Unless we are to foster schizophrenic 
behavior of teachers, changing one's 
classroom behavior will necessitate a 
personality change in toto. One cannot 
alter classroom behavior patterns with
out modifying the individuals in that 
environment. This is precisely what is 
such a great risk to teachers. 

Even for teachers who want to try new 
thrusts in their classrooms, there are 
dangers, for in doing so, they will no 
doubt disturb their personality status 
quos; they will upset their precious 
self-concepts. To venture onto such a 
path, teachers have to recognize their 
own weaknesses, acknowledge the im
pedance to their growth as teachers and 
as people, and attempt to overcome 
them. 

O n e can visual ize all sorts of 
difficulties in such a process and indeed 
become almost terr i f ied of these 
diff iculties. Consequent ly, teachers 
may decide that the status quo is com
fortable, their current self-concepts too 
precious, to risk them all for some re
sults unknown to the teacher. The re
sults are not unknown to humanity, 
however, for many individuals have 
taken the chance, the risk, with out
standing success both in terms of their 
classroom behavior and their personal 
lives. The beneficial effects experi
enced by those who have ventured to 
take the chance are sufficient to indi
cate at the very least that the risks are 
worth taking. 

But what of those individuals who will 
not even consider such explorations of 
the unknown? These ant i -change 
teachers, no matter how much one may 
sympath ize with their feelings about the 
risk and threat of change, are the ones 
who stifle growth and progress in edu
cation. There is no principal, no school, 
no school district, and no curriculum 
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THE UNIVERSITY OF C A L G A R Y 

1974 S P R I N G 8 S U M M E R S E S S I O N S 
(May 15-June 28 and July 2-August 16) 

In addition to regular courses offered 
by the Facultiesof Arts& Science. Bus
iness. Education, Fine Arts, and the 
Schools of Physical Education and So
cial Welfare, the following special 
programmes are planned (enquire 
early): 

SPRING 
— Art o( the Renaissance, Florence. 

Italy 
SUMMER 
— Alberta Archaeological Field School 
— English (Shakespeare) and Drama, 

London. England 
— Comparative Physical Education & 

Sport History in the Ancient World, 
Greece 

— Latin American Studies, Merida, 
Yucatan 

DEADLINES 
Application for Admission to The Uni

versity of Calgary (new undergradu
ate students) March 31, 1974. 

Course Registration, April 15, 1974 
(Spring), May 31, 1974 (Summer). 

For a calendar and information on 
spec il programmes write to: 

Spring and Summer Sessions 
Division of Continuing Education 
The University of Calgary 
Calgary, Alberta T2N 1N4 

that could resist change if large num
bers of teachers demanded change. 
This is not to say that battles will not 
have to be fought, but they can be won. 
The battles will not even be fought, 
however, unless the defenders of the 
status quo, ihe if only and but teachers, 
can recognize and confront their delay
ing actions and impedance of educa
tional change. 

Many teachers want change and 
growth and fulfillment is teachers. This 
change is possible if only they can be 
assisted in coming to know themselves 
again. The risks and threats are impos
ing, but no more so than they are for 
children entering school — and chil
dren entering school do so eagerly and 
energetically. 

I believe we must encourage teachers 
to recognize and acknowledge their 
child-like (but not childish) feelings of 
fear and anxiety, and the parental ad
monitions (parental in the sense that 
they are pronouncements by an indi
vidual who is an authority figure for the 
teacher) that the ways of the past are not 
only proven but are the right ways, so 
that teachers may analyse and under
stand in an adult fashion the data re
ceived from their child-like feelings and 
parental declarations. 

Having done this, it is to be hoped 
that the rational adult in each teacher 

can make a conscious decision about 
what course of action should be fol
lowed. This does not mean that the 
child-like feelings should be vented or 
ignored. Similarly, the parental direc
tives shou ld not automatical ly be 
judged as good or bad. Rather, these 
feelings and directives should be criti
cally assessed by the adult in a manner 
that leads to consc ious dec is ion
making. 

We must as teachers regain the en
thusiasm, creativity, and wide-eyedness 
of the young chi ld; we must maintain 
and use those parental directives that 
are appl icable to the wor ld today, 
though we may reject them in the world 
tomorrow. And in both cases we must 
use our adult intellect to sift each of the 
elements through our inherent screen 
of truth. We may then risk change and 
modification, not without fear or anxi
ety, not without knowing we may have 
to confront the conventional wisdom, 
but with the knowledge that the 
changes being sought are right for us. 

And change we must, or we subvert 
and sabotage the entire education of 
children. The first steps must be taken, 
the risks and threats must be faced and 
overcome, for if they are not, the 
schools will either come to a screeching 
halt or be subject to violent revolu
tion. 
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new 
C D. NELSON I ] 

COMPULSIVE READING .. . 
is a habit to which I am addicted; in fact, 
I suppose I have borne this affliction all 
my life. As a child I was taught not to 
read at the table, but there were always 
cereal boxes, ketchup bottles and such 
to offer all kinds of exciting bits of in
formation to read. Later, going to uni
versity, I found myself reading all the 
advertisements that ran the length of 
the now departed streetcars. I was an 
avid Buzzer devotee; I read all the bill
boards on Broadway; I pored over that 
wondrous bulletin board (both sides) in 
the old UBC Quad. I read everything 
everywhere. 

WHICH BRINGS ME .. . 
to my topic for today. In these parlous 

; :imes I have found that on the infre
quent occasions when I dine out I look 
forward to reading menus. Some of the 
most exotic literature to be found any
where,-in my opinion at least, is that 
offered on the bill of fare of almost any 
restaurant. I enjoy going to a Denny's or 
Macdonald's just to lip-smack at the de
scriptions of their hamburgers and 
sandwiches. I love the mysterious 
'dining-room' French in which a posh 
eatery disguises its sometimes ordinary 
dishes. I have been known to spend half 
an hour wading through one of those 
gigantic eight-page menus while the 
waitress beguiled her time rattling sil
verware and refilling my water glass. 
What a workout for the tastebudsl 

A N D IT IS JUST AS WELL . . . 
that I am a compulsive reader, because 
— O Perfidy! —the sad fact is, that once 
you have given your order, the waitress 
snatches that glorious menu out of your 
hands and you never see it again! 
W h o s e was the meager mind that 
started this treachery? Had he no soul? 
One of these days there is going to be 
monumental tug-of-war between me 
and a waitress for possession of a par
ticularly succulent menu. If I win, I'll let 
you know. — C D . Nelson 

THIS LETTER MADE MY DAY 

Dear Grinch: 
I have forgotten just how long I have 

read the last few pages of The B.C. 
Teacher before I read anything else. 

I am sure I am not the only one who 
does so. 

I would feel very alone without you. 

FREE MATERIALS 

1973 Educators Guide to Free Filmstrips -
$8.50 

1973 Educators Guide to Free Guidance 
Materials -$8.75 

1973 Educators Guide to Free Health, 
Physical Education and Recreational 
Materials-$9.00 

1973 Educators Guide lo Free Science 
Materials -$9.25 

1973 Educators Guide lo Free Social 
Studies Materials -$10.50 

1973 Educators Guide to Free Tapes, 
Scripts and Transcriptions - $9.50 

1973 Elementary Teachers Guide to Free 
Curriculum Materials -$9.75 

Pub. by Educators Progress Service, 
Inc., Randolph, Wisconsin 53956 

These are the latest editions of a well 
known series of sourcebooks for free mater
ials. We reviewed the 1972 editic r.s in last 
year's Reference Roundup on these pages. 

Nothing much to add to what we said be
fore — there is heavy duplication in several 
of the titles, such as Science and Social 
Studies; the skimpy amount of material de
signated as 'Available to Canada' does not 
seem to warrant the prices asked for these 
books. Of them all, I suppose the last one 
listed (Elementary Teachers Guide) is probably 
the most useful. 

Again, a word of caution on ordering any
thing, even those items Canadians can get — 
be prepared for lengthy delays, 'out of stock' 
notices, and so on. All things considered, 
these are marginal purchases in these days of 
tight budgets and ever-increasing postage 
rates. — C D . Nelson 

REFERENCE 
Supplement to the Oxford Companion lo 
Canadian History and Literature. William 
Toye, ed. Oxford, c1973. $9.50 

Let me say at once that this Supplement is a 
most welcome addition to any reference 
shelf and I predict heavy use in secondary 
schools and universities. Having said this, I 
must add that the title is a misnomer. I 
couldn't find any references to Canadian his
tory anywhere — it is solely concerned with 
Canadian literature from 1967 to the present. 
Norah Story's base volume (Oxford, c1967, 
$10), which was reviewed in these pages a 
few years back, covered an immense amount 
of material on Canadian history and political 
development, both biographical and ex
pository. Geographical references were also 
included on a generous scale. 

The present volume, unlike Ms Story's tour 
de force, is the combined effort of 37 con
tributors, including Story, all under the gen
eral editorship of William Toye, himself a 
contributor of many articles. All are listed at 
the front of the book, with their academic 
affiliations. (Curiously, Ms Story's alma 
mater is not mentioned). 

In format, the two books are essentially 
the same. General articles of broad scope are 
numerous; i.e., Anthologies, Belles lettres. 
Fiction, Drama, Poetry, etc. Children's books 
are discussed in detail for the first time in the 
Supplement, as are History studies. Political 
writing and Translations. It is regrettable that 
there is no comprehensive list of titles in
cluded in the Supplement as there was in the 
basic Companion. The only appended mater
ial is the list of Governor General's Awards 
from 1967 to 1972, a feature begun in Story. 
There is a much stronger emphasis on 
French writers in all fields and this reflects 
the tremendous growth of French language 
publishing in Canada, a fact that we Wester
ners seldom consider. I should point out 

' chat, although French literature is fully dis
cussed, it is written in English — this is not a 
bilingual book! 

It seems a pity that 'names' in Canadian 
history of the past five years are only men
tioned in the context of authors. One looks 
in vain for articles on Trudeau, Pearson, 
Diefenbaker, W.A.C. Bennett, Bourassa, the 
October crisis and the host of other people 
and topics that could have been included. 
Joey Smallwood is not even mentioned, even 
as an author! 

However, the real riches of XbeSupplement 
are to be found in the well written entries on' 
literary authors — poets, novelists, 
dramatists and essayists. Many of the earlier 
articles in theCompanion have been brought 
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up to date, sometimes including 1973 titles in 
the bibliographies. Among current writers 
we find Atwood, Purdy, Bissettwith new arti
cles, and Birney, Berton, Cohen, Layton and 
scores of others all expanded and updated. 
Much of this material is almost impossible to 
find, especially in a secondary school library. 
!t will earn the gratitude of English teachers 
everywhere. I hope that Oxford University 
Press will see fit to publish a second supple
ment in another five years, and every five 
years after that. Meanwhile, every library and 
English department should have this 
Supplement to stand beside the essential 
Companion. They are absolutely 
indispensable.—CD. Nelson 

SOCIAL STUDIES 

China: A Cultural Heritage (Jackdaw), 
by Marjorie Norman and Peter Evans. 
Jackdaw Publications (Can. Agt. Clarke, 
Irwin), C1973. $3.25 

Series Number 140 in the Jackdaw Publica
tions from London, China: A Cultural Heritage 
contains a Great Wall chart of the dynasties, 
development and details from China's his
tory. It also has the Jade Burial Suit of Prin
cess Tou Wan, a copy of the Analects of Con
fucius, illustrations of Chinese painting, 
through the'gates of the ghosts' —a Chinese 
drama, the Cultural Revolution, invention 
and discovery of the Chinese and instruc
tions for making a Chinese octagon kite. 

In addition there are four broadsheets on 
artists, Chinese society and dress, literature 
and the search for harmony and tranquillity 
in China. 

This Jackdaw describes and illustrates the 
most important features of China's cultural 
heritage and is a valuable reference for any 
age group studying this particular aspect of 
China.—Elden Kier 

British Columbia: One Hundred Years of 
Geographical Change, by j . Lewis Robin
son and Walter G . Hardwick Talon-
books Vancouver, 1973 $2.25 

Whether you are a geographer or not, you 
have probably heard of these authors, two 
British Columbians who have eyed the pro

vincial scene for many years from their van
tage point in the Geography Department at 
UBC. 

In this book they have traced changing 
geographical patterns in B.C. over the past 
century. They have discussed the geography 
of the colony of B.C. prior to provincial 
status in 1871 and many periods of economic 
evolution and integration through to the 
present day. 

The book is short (62 pages) and conse
quently not overpowering. As a book for 
school use it has some real problems, the 
most important being that the reader must 
have a fair background knowledge of B.C. to 
clearly understand it and the only picture in 
the whole book is the one on the cover. 

Each school library should have a copy on 
its shelf, but this book does not, in its pres
ent state, fill the need for a well illustrated, 
easily read and understood book on the 
course of geographic change in our 
province.—John R. Chalk 

The Indian friiics oi British Columbia. 
Educational Kit 001. Open Trails 
Industries, New Westminster. 
Booklet (by Reg As'nwell) $1.40; base 
map of B.C. $28; overlay map showing 
Indian tribal boundaries $3.50. c1973. 

Indians are a popular school subject. This 
is shown by the fact that Open Trails Indus
tries chose B.C. Indians as the subject of its 
first educational kit. The kit, for primary (and 
possibly secondary) school use, includes a 
map and overlay and a pocket-size large-type 
48-page booklet. Unfortunately, because 
non-Indians usually know so little about trad
itional Indian life, anyone who claims to 
know even a little more can gain respect as 
an 'expert' and because of the popularity of 
Indians as a subject, kits like this one will sell 
regardless of their faults, 

This particular kit har several failings. First, 
its many inacrjracies. The Interior Salish, for 
example, are described in the booklet as 
weavers of goats-wool blankets when the 
practice was not typical. The map repeats the 
error !*y showing a woman kneeling before 
her loom in the middle of Shuswap territory. 
There are too many other errors to mention. 
A second problem is the booklet's briefness. 

Each Indian group gets three small pages at 
most. In a booklet so small, errors become 
more significant — about half the descrip
tion of the Interior Salish is devoted to their 
supposed blanket-making. 

The booklet also contains passages that 
remind me of the statements of old-time In
dian Affairs agents — including biased com
parisons of groups. The Tahltan Indians are 
said to be a rather indolent people, lacking 
in the initiative shown by neighboring 
tribes,' while the Slave are 'a peaceful, 
happy, and inoffensive people.' 

Another concern is the kit's cost. The plas
tic map and overlay cost a total of $31.50. 
While they are attractive and durable, for a 
$1.00 government map, two crayons and a 
book from the library (maybe Duff's The In
dian History ot British Columbia), a student 
could produce his/her own map and by so 
doing be led to learn about the relationship 
between human ecology and social bound
aries. Better yet, for $1.00, two crayons and 
an invitation to a native resource person, the 
student could learn about local boundaries 
and the everts in local Indian history that 
created and iHsittjed boundaries. 

My suggestion that a local resou rce person 
be invited to the classroom brings up the 
general problem of the use of kits like the 
Open Trails product. Teachers are over
worked. Few have time to prepare their own 
units on native life. Kits like this may seem a 
Godsend — they are convenient packages to 
fill a hole in the curriculum. But the conveni
ence of using such kits must be weighed 
against difficulties introduced if the kit com
pletely takes the place of local native re
source people. If the subject 'Indians,' by 
use of a kit, is treated without any reference 
to the local Indian community, several ideas 
may be re-inforced in the minds of both In
dians and non-Indians: the idea tha! local 
Indian communities have nothing to offer, 
that what comes from a small package from 
the city is more meaningful than knowledge 
of local life, and that local Indians (including 
students) know nothing of importance. In 
my opinion, the best kits are those that pres
ent sufficient and accurate information, 
thereby aiding the teacher, and also prom
ote, rather than discourage, the involvement 
of native resource people in the 
classroom.—David Wyatt 

Candy Co. Ltd. 
1685 W. 5th Avenue, 
Vancouver 9, B.C. 

P.O. Box 34096 
604-736-0341 

. Attention: You deal directly .with the factory... These CBndies>cde In B.C. with 8.C. labour. Fresh daify.We oiler prompt service. 
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Did you know 
That Hansel & Gretel Candy 
Co. has 4 delicious fund-
raising candies to help you 
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Did you know 
Our fund-raising candies 
will be shipped to you 
freight prepaid (minimum 
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quired with order? 

Did you know 
There is no risk. 
We will allow full credit on 
unsold candy returned to 
our plant within 30 days? 

Did you know 
We offer 4 proven fund-raising items: 
• Hanse! & Gretel Peppermint Patties 
• Hansel & Gretel Peanut Brittle 
• Hansel & Grotel Party Mints 
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Project Canada West 
Continued from page 144 

must be won or be forever lost. The 
Canada Studies Foundation has always, 
to some extent, perceived itself as a 
fund-raising enterprise. It, or its succes
sor, should declare itself to b3 exactly 
that — a national fund-raising agency. 
It should reflect, or be a model of, 
Canada. 

Canada has now become very much a 
mixed economy. The Canada Studies 
Foundation should therefore solicit 
financial support from both the private 
and the public sectors. It is surely 'high 
noon' for the large corporations that 
operate in Canada. They must believe 
they have a future identity in Canada. 
Should they not be expected to make a 
continuing commitment to that future? 
Many of them have been doing so for 
the period 1970-75. Why should the 
commitment end in 1975? 

The future Canada Studies Founda
tion could then indicate that it would be 
prepared to assist in financing any in-
terprovincia l and inter inst i tut ional 
agency temporarily created to promote 
curr iculum development on one or 
more of whatever the continuing Cana
dian concerns were. In that way, a 
short-term successor to the present Pro
ject Canada West could be created for 
the exclusive purpose of carrying out a 
specific assignment. Its task force orien
tation would be assured. It would, one 
hopes, include in leading sponsorship 
roles the teachers' organizations of sev
eral, if not all four, of the western pro
vinces.' ' 

At the same time, one must recall that 
the regional nature of Canada is not al
ways a geographical ly based o n e . 
Quebec and B.C., for example, might 
temporarily form a task force to develop 
curriculum-instructional processes and 
materials. Both provinces d o ; after all, 
share a profound distrust of the power
ful centralizing forces inevitably pres
ent in any federal union. 

; : l f each regional agency were tempor
ary —its expiry date always known from 
the moment of its birth .— and if the 
teachers' organization were to play a 
key sponsorship role, the advantages ^ 
teacher-members of the present Project 
Canada West have identified could per
sist in subsequent agencies.' 

As important 'spin-offs, ' the suc
cessor-organizations would be pro
moting new curriculum leaders among 
B.C. teachers/and B.C. students would 
derive new insights and satisfactions 
frQip'f studying their own country.. 

ideally, the final and most significant 
spin-off would come when the agency 
became no longer necessary. c**J 
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resources center 
For your professional information needs, get in touch with the Re
sources Center, B.C. Teachers' Federation, 105-2235 Burrard Street, 
Vancouver, B.C. VBJ 3H9. Phone 731-8121. 
Hours: Mondry Friday 9-5; Saturday 9-1. 

The materials listed, and many others, are available on loan. 

AILLES, DOUGLAS S., P.G. NORTON and G.G. STEEL 
Arithmetic and algebra in the schocls: recommendations for a 
return to reality. Toronto, Ontario Institute for Studies in Education, 
1973. 73 p. QA11/062 

ANASTASIOU, CJ. 
Primary infant schools: an interview with a headmistress. Van
couver, Vancouver Environment Education Project, University of 
B.C., 1972.13 p. LB1523/A63 

BOWLEY, AGATHA H. and LESLIE GARDNER 
The handicapped child; educational and psychological guidance for 

• the organically handicapped. 3rd ed. Edinburgh, Churchill 
Livingstone, 1972. 203 p. LC4215/B6 

BRANDEN, VICKI 
Teaching the unmotivated. Saturday Night, vol. 88, no. 9, September 
1973.pp. 19-22 

CAMERON, BARB el al. 
The day care book. Toronto, Canadian Women's Educational Press, 
1972. 48 p. HV851/C36 

FISHER, MARGERY 
Matters of fact: aspects of non-fiction for children. Leicester, 
Brockhampton, 1972. 468 p. PZ7/F57 

FUNK, GRACE E. 
Harwood: a school is for learning. Learning Resources, vol. 1, no. 2, 
September 1973. pp. 20-22 -,\ 

GROVE, PEARCE S. and EVELYN G. CLEN/ENT, eds. 
Bibliographic control of nonprint media. Chicago, American Library 
Association, 1972.415 p. Z695.66/B52 

McCLAREN, MILTON and MARGARET RAMSAY 
Outdoor education in British Columbia: a survey prepared for the 
British Columbia Committee on Outdoor Education. Vancouver, 
British Columbia Teachers' Federation, 1972.16 p. LB1047/M126 

NEW, WILLIAM H., ed. 
Dramatists in Canada: selected essays. Vancouver, University of 
British Columbia Press, 1972. 204 p. PR9189/N4 

PERSONALIZED TEACHING FOR INDIVIDUALIZED LEARNING 
. (Audiotape) 

Charles M. Galloway. Washington, Association for Supervision and 
Curriculum Development, cl973.1 cassette, 50 min. TAPE C172 

PQPP, HELEN W. ^ 
Test project for the LRCD beginning reading programme: 'Steppiiig 
stones to reading.'Pittsburgh, Learning Research and Development 
Center, University of Pittsburgh, 1972. 85 p. LB1050/P66 

QUICK, JOHN and HERBERT WOLFF 
Small-studio video tape production. Reading, Mass., Addison-
Wesley, 1972, 229 p. LB1044.75/Q85 

VAL ALLEN, ROACH 
• Reading programs: alternatives for improvement. Washington, 

• American Association of Elementary-Kindergarten Nursery 
-Educators, 1973. 55 p. LB1050/V36 

., \VEBER,'; GEORGE 
Inner-city children can be taught to read: four successful schools. 
Washington, Council for Basic Education, 1970. 35 p. LB1050.5/W43 
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oorrment 
PROJECT CANADA WEST — 
TO END OR NOT TO END IN 1975? 

Project Canada West — a western inter-
provincial and interinstitutional agency 
to p romote teacher and student-
init iated curr icu lum processes and 
materials on the continuing Canadian 
concern of urbanization — came into 
existence in mid-April 1970. 

It started as the western component 
of the Canada Studies Foundation, and 
as such, symbolized an immediate and 
deliberate response to the desperate 
need identified by A .B . Hodgetts in his 
1968 Canadian classic, What Culture? 
What Heritage? Therein, the author had 
demanded a massive improvement in 
the quality and intensity of Canadian 
studies in Canadian schools. 

Financed mainly by the foundation, 
but supported by generous additional 
financial grants and/or service alloca
tions by school boards, some of the de
partments of education, some of the 
universities, and the teachers' organiza
tions in the four western provinces, Pro
ject Canada West was to exist until June 
30,1975. It is still scheduled to expire on 
that date. However, the 14 teams of 
teachers in the four western provinces 
have recently been engaged in a series 
of self-analysis exercises on ' ' t he 
strengths and veaknessas of the pre:, 
ject. 
• One of these meetings involved the' 
teachers of the four B.C. teams. Since 
this is the first time that B.C. teachers 
have participated in an extra-provincial 
curriculum development project, now 
seems to be an appropriate time to ex
amine some of the project's strengths 
and weaknesses. Perhaps the major 
drawback has; been the failure to ex
trapolate clearly and specifically the or
ganizational goals of the project from 
the precise curriculum objectives of 
each team. 
• Teacher-curriculum developers have 

ident i f ied numerous advantages.-
Above all, they appreciate the provision 
of time so that the'ycan develop their 
curriculum-instructional processes and 

Although the author, an assistant director ol the 
BCTF's Professional Development Division, has 
been chairperson of the Board of Trustees since 
the inception of Project Canada West, the views 
expressed here are his personal views, not the 
official views of Project Canada West. 

materials. They recognize that they 
have acquired new skills and know
ledge and a new conf idence. Their 
teaching colleagues, their principals, 
their district officials, as well as univer
sity personnel, have accorded them a 
respect that, up to now, has been often 
lacking. 

The project has provided an umbrella 
under which teacher-developers can 
experiment and risk failure without fear 
of unjust criticisms or recriminations. 
Project Canada West and all subprojects 
have profited from a task force orienta
tion. 

Teacher-developers, then, have been 
stimulated to grow professionally and 
have had their faith in the potential of 
education reinforced by the new en
thusiasms, the improved attitudes and 
the increased skills and knowledge of 
their students. 

The teachers have then asked if the 
advantages, wh ich have apparently 
been made possible by the project, 
could not be maintained after June 30, 
1975. They have, therefore, speculated 
on the objectives and format of a possi
ble organization to exist thereafter. 

Others have asked if the identified 
strengths may not be continued, with
out the umbrella of a Project Canada 
West and the financial support of a 
Canada Studies Foundation. They ask if 
it should not now automatically ensue 
that, when the province delegates more 
and more responsibility for curriculum 
development to the district and school 
levels, time and money are made avail
able. 

They maintain that, if teachers and 
their students are to become directly 
and actively involved in curriculum pro
cess, the traditional role of the teacher 
must be modif ied. The teacher who 
spends five or more hours a day in
teracting with students, can perform 
only like a technician, interpreting and 
trying to recreate into living form a cur
r icu lum substance const ruc ted by 
someone else. The teacher who, with 
other teachers and, it is to be hoped, 
their students, constructs his/her own 
curriculum, cannot at the same time 
teach five or mor^ hours a day. 

Nor can that teacher do the work ef

fectively at night, or on weekends or 
during the summer, and still remain 
honest with his/her students. 

Finally, the critics argue that school 
districts may op. out of assuming their 
legitimate responsibilities as long as a 
Project Canada West and a Canada 
Studies Foundation endure. 

Almost in defiance of the trend to in
creased 'power' decision-making at the 
school level, several officials from the 
Canada Studies Foundation advocate a 
nat ional cur r i cu lum deve lopment 
agency, perhaps directly sponsored by 
the Counci l of Ministers of Education. If 
not directly, the council would establish 
a semi-autonomous agency. Its overrid
ing objective would be to promote the 
qual i ty of Canadian studies in the 
nation's schools. Obviously, such an 
organization would appear to ensure a 
host of benefits. 

There are — and here I emphasize 
that I write from a personal point of view 
— several important questions to ex
amine before one proceeds further in 
post-1975 planning. Project Canada 
West has been teacher - insp i red , 
teacher-initiated and teacher-directed. 
Could a national agency, sponsored 
either directly or indirectly, by the 
Council of Ministers — and hence sup
ported by public funds — ensure that it 
would always remain teacher-inspired, 
teacher-initiated and teacher-directed? 

How could a single national cur
riculum agency — which presumably 
w o u l d exist pr imar i ly to promote 
teaching-learning about Canada for 
Canadian students — ensure that the 
intensely regional flavor of Canada was 
recognized and strengthened? Is not 
the strength of Canada its diversity, its 
lack of bland homogeneity? 

Again, if a single national curriculum 
agency were established, how could 
one ensure that the task force orienta
t ion, which l;as been the strength of 
Project Canada West, and of the other 
regional projects of the Canada Studies 
Foundat ion, wou ld be maintained? 
These questions demand close atten
tion. 

I believe the present dialog can pro
mote consensus. It is not a debate that 

Continued on page 143 
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Physical Education in Early Childhood 
Motor Learning 
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Physical Education in the Intermediate 
Grades 

The Use of English 
Literature of English-Speaking Countries 
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Studies in Modern Literature 
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Thematic Approaches to Literature 
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GRADUATE COURSES to be announced. 
SPECIALCOURSESANDWORKSHOPSwillbeofferedthroughout the Summer Session including La Maison Francaise — English . 
Language Institute —SummerCampforBoysand Girls —Adventure Camp — Summer Sports School — Early Music Workshop — 
Transition Programme. 
Forfurther information and copy of the Calendar write to the Director of Summer Session, University of Victoria, Victoria, British Columbia. 
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